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A Andrew Youngen, photographed by his
father, Ralph Youngen ’86, on his mother’s
lap in Kenarden main lounge above, visited
Wooster on March 1 with his parents. At
Andrew’s insistence, mother Jennifer
Parker Youngen ’86 missed the group shot
on page sixty-four, where the rest of the
issue’s photographers gather.
◄ Matt Dilyard’s photograph on our covers
displays a community’s heart beating near
the center of the night. Larry Starcher
works the midnight-to-eight shift at the
College’s power plant, whose fire he
checked at 12:45 a . m . on March 1,1993.
Steam made with Starcher’s fire provides
heat and, through a co-generation unit, 15
percent of the College’s electricity.
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n o u r covers and in the pages that

O

follow are glim pses o f life at The

College of W ooster as it was lived from
m idnight to m idnight on M arch 1, 1993.

We ask ed a team o f p h o to g ra p h e rs to
m a k e im a g e s w h o s e q u a lity w o u ld
illum in ate th e ordin ary . As we look at
the results, th is in sta n t o r th a t o f new
feeling evoked by their im ages rem inds
us that the beauty or the laughter or the
P o ig n an cy was th e re — in “th e o rd i
nary” — all along.

M emory is a photographer too, bathing
the past’s details in significance — for
which it is condem ned as nostalgic.

These photographs suggest that
nostalgia may deserve more credit.

Our unifying them e is energy — energy
as the light which is the soul of photography an d energy engaged in forging a
m eeting of people and ideas.

Once, Daria Stefaniuk ’94 “camped out
for three days” in the little library off the
main lounge in Luce Hall to finish a
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major paper. “It’s cozy — really
conducive to studying,” she says. At
12:15 a . m . on March 1, it was conducive
to a little study break, too.
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Judy Plank has cleaned for the College since
1988, often on the midnight-to-eight shift
in Andrews Library. The busts she dusted
about 5:00 a . m . gaze at the audio-visual

Photo by Rob Muir '68

department from cabinets of microforms.
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If you think about it for a minute, milk

▼ Luxurious cupboards in the new, improved

crates on site make more sense than carry

Kenarden Lodge (completely renovated in

ing fancy naugahyde containers back and

1991-92) make both milk crates and ditty

forth.This shower is in Armington Hall.

bags obsolete. That is Steve Schriever ’93

Photo by Dan Stefaniuk '92

working on the cowlick.
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rom Berea, Ohio, Jennifer Goebel ’93
w anted to attend “a sm all liberal arts

college in Ohio,” an d a visit to W ooster
convinced h er that this was the one. She
is the subject o f the next four pages.

Goebel is an English major. H er cam pus
jo b s a re a s s is tin g in th e office o f th e
d ire c to r o f L ow ry Center, Bob R odda,
a n d lifeg u ard in g for a se n io r citizen s’
exercise p rogram at the RE.C. pool som e
m o rn in g s . She also teach es a class in
lifeguarding at the YMCA in town. She is
an at-large m em ber of Cam pus Council,
and she lives w ith other m em bers of her
s o c ia l c lu b in “th e Z e ta s e c tio n ” on
fourth-floor A rm ington. (The Zetas are
the old Im ps reborn.)

G o e b e l’s s e n io r I n d e p e n d e n t S tu d y
p r o je c t e x a m in e d th e r e la tio n s h ip s
b e tw e e n n e w s m a g a z in e s a n d t h e i r
culture, an d she interview ed m agazine
executives in New York as p a rt o f h er
re s e a rc h . She is lo o k in g fo r a jo b in
publishing in that city after graduation.

Photographs by A m y Sancetta ’81

^

The camera can lie on occasion, but
probably not on this one. Even the most
riveting class cannot keep even the most
attentive student always alert — as some
readers will perhaps remember.

6

► Making the best of Armington’s 1950s
design, Goebel and her roommate, Kathleen
Schuh ’94, have installed a four-foot-high
loft on which are their couch, television,
stereo, plants, telephone, and a pile of
pillows. Their sleeping quarters beneath the
loft fall just short of spartan.

^ At the other end of the day, surrounded by

◄ Jennifer Goebel and Trevor Garner ’93 talk

some of the myriad details of her life,

after Garners sixth-section team lost to the

Goebel works on revisions of her senior

Omegas in the intramural men’s basketball

Independent Study, advised by Henry

B league quarter finals. They met at a Zeta

Herring (English).

party before Thanksgiving break, and
Garner, an English major whose home is in
Connecticut, also plans to take a job in New
York City after graduation.

9

Photo by Amy Sancetta '81
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▲ In Experimental Social Psychology, Susan

"i Andrew Craig ’93 participated in the

Clayton (psychology) began her March 1

discussion of Lillian Rubin’s Intimate

class by asking her students to define

Strangers in Family, Childhood and

aggression. That discussion evolved into a

Marriage, taught by David McConnell

list of the factors that seem to promote

(sociology). The topic was the difficulty of

aggressive behavior.

communication between men and women-
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John Gates’ Vietnam War class wrestled
with an exercise: It is the spring of 1965;
should the U.S. begin bombing the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam?
Meenakshi Goswami ’93 listened before
joining in.
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John McClaren ’96 and Becca Sanders
’95 say goodbye before parting to attend
separate classes in Kauke Hall.
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s a se n io r m e m b e r o f th e faculty,
Ja m e s

H odges,

w ho

jo in e d

W ooster’s h isto ry d e p a rtm e n t in 1962,
m ust share credit for W ooster’s em phasis
on teaching an d its continuing concern
for th e in d iv id u al. He fo u n d pow erful
m odels w hen he arrived — like Aileen
D u n h a m ( h is to r y ) , W illia m K ieffer
( c h e m is tr y ) ,

and

M y ro n

P e y to n

(Spanish).

The trad itio n at W ooster is that faculty
teach and that teaching is not lim ited to
le c tu re s fro m th e p o d iu m . F acu lty at
W ooster teach in classroom discussions,
in th e ir offices, a n d w ith a v a rie ty o f
tech n ical p a ra p h e rn a lia from chalk to
com puters. W hat seem s to m atter m ost
is n o t th e se ttin g o r th e to o ls b u t th e
t e a c h e r ’s e n th u s ia s m a n d c o n c e r n .
Caught up in a subject, fired by an idea,
d e te rm in e d to b rin g o th e rs to u n d e r 
s t a n d in g , W o o s te r’s te a c h e r s m a rk
m inds. H odges represents th em on the
next four pages.

Photographs by Sid Hastings ’86

In his office in Kauke Hall, Hodges and
Michael McTiernan ’93 discuss
McTiernan’s senior Independent Study
on George Kennan and the origins of the
Cold War.
14
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^ At the round table in the southwest corner

V History 101: Presidential Leadership is a

A Because Presidential Leadership is designed

of the Taeusch Faculty Lounge in Lowry

course that came out of Hodges’ work in

to encourage students to try out new

Center, John Hondros (L, history), James

Wooster’s Leadership and Liberal Learning

methods of investigation, argument, and

Hodges, and Peter Havholm (English) all

program. An introduction to historical

thought, its enrollment is limited to twenty-

talk at once. Except when on leave or the

investigation, the course examines

five, and its seats are arranged in a circle to

victim of a noon class, Hodges has rarely

American presidents from Roosevelt to

encourage discussion. Daniel Roeder ’96 (1.)

missed a lunch at this table since it was

Reagan. On March 1, a group of students

and Victor Fubler ’95 share the circle with

placed in 1969.

was making a report on John Kennedy’s

their teacher.

presidency, and Hodges had brought along
a copy of Reckless Youth, by Nigel Hamilton,
as an example of a biography that tries to
understand Kennedy through an examina
tion of his early years.

17
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■< Ashley Vaught ’95 is the Student
Activities Board’s chair of the Art Wall in
Lowry Center this year. In Vaught’s exhi
bition of student work, Mike Stifel’s (’93)
“Chairs” here functions as stark back
ground to the usual noon bustle.
► Lowry Center is the center of the campus
from

1 1 :0 0

a .m

.

to

1 :0 0

p. m

.,

bringing

faculty, staff, and students together for
lunch, friends, and mail.
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▼ It takes a photographer’s eye to see that
the main stairwell in Lowry, looking up
from the basement, is also a chambered
nautilus.
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Photo by Ralph Youngen '86

Samatra Garcia ’95 (1.), lab assistant Melissa

^ Faculty elected to the financial advisory

The afternoon light was pouring in, so

Booth ’95, and Ramona Pope ’95 work hard

committee advise President Henry

Laura DeLoye ’96, a music therapy

together to get it right in an afternoon lab

Copeland (here with Dean of the Faculty

major, studied in the lobby of Scheide

for Introductory College Chemistry.

Yvonne Williams). At this 4:00 p. m . meeting,

Music Center. She was preparing for

Copeland discussed the proposed budget

William Scott’s (psychology) Abnormal

for ’93-’94 and specifically the new account

Psychology class before walking over to

ing standards for retiree health benefits.

Kauke Hall.
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▼ Most of Wooster’s 1993 snow fell in March,
and there was much on the ground March 1

snow-covered football practice field, and

Near the south tennis courts, Mark Berger

this is one of its many Famous Victories: a

and Tom McOwen ’95s sculpted a mutant

brilliant tackle of Jim Smucker ’96 by Travis

killer snow goon with cannon ball hole and

Sanders ’96 in the forgiving snow.

the cannon, a scene suggested by the comic
strip Calvin and Hobbes.

22

► There was a pickup game on the
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ridget Sm oot ’94 was a star on her
h ig h s c h o o l b a s k e tb a ll te a m in

Doylestown, Ohio, an d she was heavily
re c ru ite d by area colleges. H er cousin
B rian G ra n d iso n ’92 — an d W ooster
wom en’s basketball coach C hristine H art
— h elp ed h e r choose W ooster. Sm oot
r e m a in s p le a s e d w ith h e r c h o ic e :
“There’s a family atm osphere,” she says,
“really close-knit.” A black studies m ajor
w ith a m in o r in sociology, S m oot has
f o u n d W o o s te r “ v e ry c h a lle n g in g
academ ically” — which was no surprise
since the College’s academ ic reputation
was a principal reason for her choice.

Sm oot’s cam pus job is w ith the a d m is
s io n s d e p a r tm e n t, a n d sh e is o n th e
v a r s ity

b a s k e tb a ll

te a m .

She

is

u n d e c id e d a b o u t w h a t sh e ’ll d o a fte r
g r a d u a tio n : w o rk o r go to g r a d u a te
school. Some o f h er busy life is on the
next four pages.

Photographs by M att Dilyard

► While Smoot prepared for her 10:00 a . m .
class in Lowry lounge,“Weave” — James
Weaver ’94 — a friend since her first
year, came over to talk. “We talked about
how we hardly see each other any more
because we’re so busy. But it’s the sched
ules that change; not the people.”
24

In the weight room this semester, Lucie
Carleton ’94 and Smoot had a running joke
about who was the stronger. Just before this
picture, “I started messing with the buttons,
speeding up the StairMaster.”

26

^

In Mary Youngs (English) class, Black

A A moment later, Smoot showed LaSonya

Women Writers, Smoot studies Elizabeth

Crawl ’93 (1.) the passage that she had found

Keckley’s Behind the Scenes. As she read, a

suggestive and asked her what she thought.

new interpretation of the relationship of

Erik Haakonsen ’93 overheard and offered

father and daughter in the novel occurred to

another passage he thought supported the

her.

idea. The three then offered their reading to
the class.

27

Photo by Matt Dilyard
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▲ The swimming season was over by March 1

Doing a high-knees warmup drill before

except for the NCAA national meet. To give

beginning sprinting practice are, from 1.,

the swimmers who had qualified some

Barbara Thompson ’94, Shannon O’Neill

variety during their 4:00 p . m . practice,

’94, Diane Burtch ’94, Clarissa Roberts ’94,

coach Keith Beckett turned off the overhead

Adrienne Vredenburg ’96, and Shereen

lights and turned on the underwater set.

Hejazi ’96.
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After running three miles on the tread
mill, Katina Muir ’94 suddenly could not
walk on her left foot. Trainer Tom Love
diagnosed Achilles tendinitis and
prescribed an ice bath.
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ooster has required its seniors to
com plete a tw o-sem ester course

o f in d e p e n d e n t s tu d y w ith a fa c u lty
tu to r since 1948. Because IS is due the
M onday after spring break and M arch 1
was the M onday of the last week before
sp rin g break, m uch o f the sen io r class
w as h u n k e rin g d o w n to fin ish as th e
p h o to g rap h s on these four pages were
taken.

S e n io rs u se IS as an o p p o r tu n ity to
e x p lo re new in te lle c tu a l a n d a rtis tic
territory, as an excuse for not doing the
in c o n v e n ie n t, a n d to te r r o r iz e th e ir
juniors. Some day, perhaps som eone will
study the IS culture that develops every
sp rin g in silly little cerem onies, stu d y
breaks refined to ritual dim ensions, and
c o m ra d e s h ip . F or w h a t is b ille d as a
n e a r - s o l i t a r y p r o je c t, IS f u n c tio n s
su rp risin g ly well to b u ild co m m u n ity
am ong those in its thrall, their families,
and th eir friends. Indeed, the a c k n o w 
led g em en t pages in IS th eses re c o u n t
h u n d r e d s o f c o m m u n a l e ff o r ts in
support of individual achievements.

< Using MacDraw on her Macintosh
computer, Eliza Culbertson ’93 works on
a chart of the administrative arrange
ment of welfare-to-work programs in
Baltimore, the subject of her urban
studies IS advised by Stephen Godek.
31

Photo by Amy Sancetta '81
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Alea Henle ’93, whose hands are at
work here, learned that som e of her
M assachusetts ancestors had been
fined for ow ning Q uaker books.
Intrigued, she studied Quaker
wom en and the persecution of
Quakers in seventeenth-century
M assachusetts for her religious
studies IS, advised by Damon
Hickey (library).
32

A Brian Gregory (1.) and M organ
Beever ’93s revise ISs under
C hristm as lights that never came
dow n in their Kenarden room .
Gregory exam ined the idea of
“hom e” with R aym ond McCall
(English), and Beever studied
G erm an reunification w ith Daniel
Calhoun (history).

33

Kathleen Kilbane ’94 has been a DJ at
WCWS-FM since the second semester of her

▼ Every day, Dilawar Syed ’95 prays five times,
from before sunrise to evening (as here).

first year at the College. Her show this

Syed heard of Wooster at his secondary

semester was “Senses of Sound,” Mondays

school, Aitchison College in Lahore,

from

8 :0 0

p. m

.

to

1 0 :0 0

p. m

„

specializing in

Pakistan, and he has been most pleased

alternative new music: groups like Lush,

with the understanding that has met his

Luna2, and THE THE.

Muslim observance. “My roommate [Oliver
Preuss ’95, r.] will sometimes say, ‘Dilawar
— you have not prayed!”’ He and Preuss
(from Guatemala City) live in Babcock

Photo by Dan Stefaniuk '92

International House.

35

Late Monday evening in Luce Hall, Daria
Stefaniuk ’94 (foreground), Jennifer
Kalbaugh ’93 (middle), and Diana
Cushman ’93 apply Freeman Avocado
and Oatmeal Face Mask in what became
a weekly ritual after Diana bought it over
Christmas break. After twenty minutes,
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the material begins to crack and can be

'cCO

washed off. The effect is that “it sucks up
your face” and makes the skin feel good.

36
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► Kenarden Lodge was given and named
by Mrs. John S. Kennedy in 1911. Its
exterior spruced up and its interior
transformed, it has become a part of
campus life again in a way it had not
been since the early 1960s — when it
was still the center of Section life and
Lowry Center had not been built.
Another reason for this beautiful
building’s new integration with the
campus is that it is now co-ed.
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Alumni Association
Officers & Board
Members 1992-93
President: Randolph L. Snow ’68
128 18th St., N.W., Canton, OH 44703
Past President: Kent M. Weeks ’59
6025 Sherwood Dr., Nashville, TN 37215
Class of 1993
Anne Howes Anderson ’82**
2900 Hidden Lake Dr., Williamsburg, VA 23185
Nancy Braund Boruch ’64*
1205-B Central St„ Evanston, IL 60201
Sara E. Bradley ’67
P.O. Box 599, Chautauqua, NY 14722
Richard A. Holroyd ’52
35 Woodfield Rd., Stony Brook, NY 11790
Walter H. Rockenstein II ’65*
643 East 57th St., Minneapolis, MN 55417
Barry L. Stephens ’75
Akron YMCA, 80 West Center St., Akron, OH
44308
James G. Stoll 72**
240 Walnut St., Brookline, MA 02146
Class of 1994
Julie Ferguson Haines ’86
9706 Rossetti Court, Burke, VA 22015
Warwick J. Harris, Jr. ’66
11163 Woodelves Way, Columbia, MD 21044
Kathleen Kelly Johnson ’62
3996 State Rd., Akron, OH 44319
William A. Longbrake ’65*
939 18th Avenue East, Seattle, WA 98112
Peter L. Morgan ’81**
4019 West Corona St., Tampa, FL 33629
Solomon Oliver, Jr. ’69*
1644 Crest Rd., Cleveland Heights, OH 44121
F. Scott Wilson 78**
7912 Foxhound Rd., McLean, VA 22102
Class of 1995
Sally Sterrett Aber ’52
12913 Bryce, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87112
Robert A. Allen, Jr. ’63
32 Wincanton Dr., Fairport, NY 14450
Diane Limbird Hamburger 71*
218 West Grant Village, Hinsdale, IL 60521
Sandra J. Hubler ’80
13325 Stevens Canyon, Cupertino, CA 95014
David S. Mortensen ’64
6 Alesworth Ave., Winchester, MA 01890
John C. Johnston III 71**
1085 Buchholz Dr., Wooster, OH 44691
Phyllis Smith Simmons 77**
603 W. Rosedale Ave., West Chester, PA 19382

NOTES

19 9 2
Do you ever feel that everybody is doing
something more exciting than you?
Kim Douglass writes that the Medill
School of Journalism at Northwestern U is keep
ing her busy and challenged, and she expects to
receive her M.S.J. this year. She would love to
hear from friends. Address: 1311 Chicago Ave.,
Apt. 103, Evanston, IL 60201.
Jane Hillier is working at a small publish
ing firm in Cambridge, MA. Like many of us,
Jane’s income does not yet allow her to move out
of the family estate. Jane can be reached at 2
Birch Lane, Scituate, MA 02066.
“Gum trees, tropical rain forests, the
bush, and beautiful white virgin beaches” is the
landscape in which Helen Shepard lived from
mid-September of last year to early this spring.
Helen wrote that her teaching experience in
Tasmania, Australia, at the Friends School (a
private Quaker school) was interesting, chal
lenging, and rewarding. After spending
Christmas in New Zealand and New Year’s in
Australia, she returned to her parents’ home in
Avon Lake on March 1. She would love to hear
from Woosterites and would welcome travelers
at 169 Westwind Dr., Avon Lake, OH 44012.
Kathleen Quinn and her husband, David
Kime, are faring well in Ithaca, NY, and at ■.
Cornell U. This summer may see Kathleen in
Greece where she will work with her archaeolo
gy advisor on his dig at Halai.
Laura Ward writes from Koscian, Poland,
where she is an English teacher, that her holi
days were merrily spent in the Polish mountains
with some friends.
Rich Boyer is a systems engineer with
Computer Site in Strongsville.
Cathy Schellhammer says that learning
to ski over the New Year’s holiday was a tri
umphant experience. Banzai, Cath!
Tammy Brooks still serves a mean deli at
The Mustard Seed in Akron. She lives at 478
Baldwin Rd., Akron, OH 44312.
Aaron Becker is not only taking classes
to prepare himself for graduate school, but he
has grown a comely beard, making him look
smooth enough for any graduate school inter
view. We’re talking complete with contact lenses
and new do! Yowza. If you want a publicity shot
of Aaron, write to 1822 State Route 89,
Jeromesville, OH 44840.
Mellie Gregory and Eric Pfeffinger were
married on August 15,1992. In addition to
Andy Cobb ’93, many Woosterites were in atten
dance. (See photo next issue.) Since the wed
ding, Eric and Mellie have moved to
Bloomington, IN, where Mellie is in the
M.A./Ph.D. English program at Indiana U
studying Victorian literature, and Eric is w rit
ing, drawing cartoons for the university paper,
and substitute teaching.

Guest gossiping (even though they don’t
know it) for the column, Eric and Mellie write:
“Kippy Tift and Patty Starek are exploring the
globe, making their way from London to Spain
to Morocco and retracing Admiral Byrd’s trek to
the North Pole. Chris Ruch rides the trains of
Chicago reading Tolstoy, eating lemon chicken,
and muttering to himself. Greg Horne is living
in a cabin on a pond called Walden in
Mississippi, studying Modernism and leading a
life of quiet desperation. While studying at the U
of Oregon, Greg Hoskins discusses
Wittgenstein at Public Enemy concerts. Tim
Berry has been working seven or eight jobs at
once and conducting private experiments in
sleep deprivation. Jen Mills is home from her
travels in Central America and spends her time
being bilingual. Eric Martin has a compact disc
of ours that he really ought to return. Mike
Comstock and his dog are part of the Portland
music scene and part of the Portland canine
scene, respectively. Gabe Zucker is putting him 
self through graduate school in the Boston area
by being an obscure salesman. Susan Louis is
working with kids because it makes her feel tall.
Laura Shouha is spending most of her time
making reeds at Cleveland State U. Neil Hagan
is working in Cleveland and studying traditional
Slovenian dance. Emma Sullivan, the last we
heard, was in Mexico teaching art.”
Smells a bit like old Shoes, n’est-ce pas?
All rebuttals and glib responses can be forward
ed to the above honeymooners at 2956 Amy
Lane, Bloomington, IN 47408.
Reggie Fernandez is living in Jersey City,
NJ, and is working as an analyst for Kidder,
Peabody 8r Company.
After completing her music therapy
internship in Florida, Lora Koenig returned
home. You can reach her at 63 New Wickham
Dr., Penfield, NY 14526.
Parker Thomas writes: “With my degree
in computer science, I started interviewing with
various companies and had no trouble finding a
job — you guessed it — waiting tables.”
Although he worked as a waiter during the sum 
mer, Parker now lives in Washington, DC, with
Todd Kleinman, working a “typical entry level
job for a software development firm, specializ
ing in technical support. “Life as a twentysome
thing, while not ‘Melrose Place,’ sure is fun,” says
Parker. Address: 3362 South Second St.,
Arlington, VA 22204.
Parker mentions that Scott Cody now
works in Baltimore, MD.
Thanks to all those who wrote. I enjoy
reading your letters while I soak my chemically
mangled hands in moisturizer. All is well here.
However, I don’t know how much longer I can
wait for spring so that I can drive my Jeep with
the top off. As Parker says: “Be happy and keep
in touch.”

Secretary: Erika Seyfried, 2291 Tyre Dr.,
Hudson, OH 44236.

*Members of the Board of Trustees elected by
the alumni
**Members appointed to the Alumni Board
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Thanks for your letters!
Katie Watson is a teaching assistant at
Ohio U and is working on her M.A. in English.
You can reach her at 494 Richland Ave., Athens,
OH 45701.
Paul Wexler will receive his M.A. in his
tory from the U of Wisconsin, Madison, in May.
Paul writes that Randal Horobik is a graduate
student in communications at Central Missouri
State U, and Scott Merriman is in law school at
the U of Cincinnati.
Jen McGee is studying hard at the U of
Minnesota in speech-communications. After
completing her M.A. in May, she plans to con
tinue working toward her Ph.D. She enjoys
keeping in touch with Wooster alumni and
reports that Colleen Conway works as a resi
dent director at the U of South Dakota and that
Laura Dodds and Bill Burris were married last
spring.
Jen Pope has moved since her last report
from Taiwan. She now lives in a house in Tainan
with one American, three Japanese, and three
Chinese roommates. She will be there until
October and would love mail. Write to her at She
Ching YMCA, 200 Sec 2 Min-Sheng Road 703,
Tainan, Taiwan ROC.
Jen wrote that Christine Ludowise lives
in Montana and plans to return to school next
fall.
Bill Slechta is a part-time music teacher
and part-time substitute teacher in the greater
Philadelphia area. He teaches strings two days a
week in one district, instrumental music one
day a week in a private school, and substitutes
for three school districts on the other days.
Lucinda Moore was married on July 18,
1992, to Michael Rowan. (See photo next issue.)
They live in Pittsburgh, where Lucinda is a vet
erinary receptionist and substitute teacher.
Dan Edwards and Lori Scalera were
married on September 5,1992. (See photo next
issue.) Both attended Wooster our first year and
have remained close to several classmates. They
report that Liz Deffenbaugh, Jen Giesecke, and
Stephanie Brehm are roommates in the
Columbus area, where all are employed. Ben
Miller is working on his M.S. in inorganic
chemistry. He is doing well and hopes to finish
in another year. Dan and Lori would love to hear
from friends at 690 Riverview Dr., Apt. 107,
Columbus, OH 43202.
Jason Moore, head of Castelli
Publications, Inc., in Grand Rapids, MI, is the
publisher of NORBA News, the official magazine
of the National Off-Road Bicycle Association,
and is the editor-in-chief of Michigan Cyclist
Magazine and Superior Cyclist Magazine.
Recently, he was appointed Midwest technical
editor for Bicycling magazine. Jason is a regular
columnist for Castelli Publications, and his writ
ings and photographs appear in Velo News,

Bicycle Guide, Mountain Bike Action, Mountain
Biking, and Dirt Rag.
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In Cincinnati, life is rolling along smooth
ly, writes Pauline Ach. She is alumni director
for Seven Hills Schools and volunteers as an
escort for Planned Parenthood, a tutor, a men
tor, and a Big Sister. Pauline just bought a house
and loves it. There’s plenty of room, and visitors
are welcome, she says. “I am sure my new house
will get lonely if 1 don’t get any mail, so please
write to 1912 Fairfax, Cincinnati, OH 45207.”
Chris Earley, who has had a succession
of short-term environmental jobs since gradua
tion, is exploring different areas of conservation
work. Currently, she is working with The Nature
Conservancy, in Naples, FL, as an environmen
tal protection intern for six months.
The following news was received from
Josh McKain ’90: Sam Mishne lives in
Washington, DC, and works with at-risk youth
between the ages of 12 and 18 in a substance
abuse program with the Junior Citizens Corps,
Inc. Sam is applying to graduate schools and
plans to study secondary education and social
work. Melissa Collier and Foye “Mac”
Staniford are engaged. Pam Klein lives in
Boulder, CO, and works at a jewelry/rock shop.
She reports that a lot of Crandalls are also in
Boulder. Margaret Lydecker is in charge of
marketing and sales at Roger Smith Winthrop,
“A Great Little New York Hotel.” Lilly Kuri is
studying architecture at Kent State U, and she
loves it. Margaret, clad in a Santa suit, saw
Claudia Herrington at a Halloween party in
DC. Peggy Rhee enjoys her med-school pro
gram at Case Western Reserve U. She writes that
Claudia is studying at American U; Laurel
Rogers works for the teen magazine section of
her father’s newspaper in New York; Jane
Tatlock is an architecture student at Washington
U in St. Louis.
As for me (Katie), I have some big news
to report. On January 2,1993, Rich McClelland
and I were married. Many alumni were able to
attend our wedding, and it was fun to see every
one. Please note my new address! I am looking
forward to hearing from all of you!

Secretary: Katie Jones McClelland, 390
Magothy Rd., Severna Park, MD 21146

19 9 0
Hey, wherever you go, there you are. Well,
guess what? I’m still here, and you’re still there.
Lots of news has arrived here from there.
Michela Huth has moved, but not from DC. She
plans to work on her M.A. in urban develop
ment. She writes that Margie Singleton has
decided to remain in Morocco and teach for
another year. Michela says that she saw Jeff Cook
’89, while she was in Ohio helping her parents
build their house. Jeff visited with Jay Rembe in
South America.

Congratulations to Nancy Heard and
Chad Krahmer, who became engaged on
Christmas Eve. Chad works at a bank in Boston
and rooms with Bruce Old ’91, who is attending
Boston U.
Paul Hammerness is a research assistant
at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston
and taking pre-med courses.
New Year’s Eve at Mac Staniford’s ’91
house in New York City was a blast. Mike Breen,
who is transferring from Widener U School of
Law to Buffalo for his final year, was at the gig
with Elise Merrell. Other attendees included
Chad Krahmer, Alex Haight ’92, Nancy Heard,
Russ Dunn, Melissa Collier ’91.
When army Lt. Jeffrey Daberko wrote, he
was preparing to go to Somalia in support of
Operation Restore Hope.
Andrew Albers earned his M.A. in politi
cal science from Virginia Polytechnical Institute
and State U. He is a jobs developer for the
Hispanic Committee of Virginia. He intends to
pursue his Ph.D. in the future. Good luck,
Andrew.
Joe Kennedy is completing his third year
of law school at Cornell U, where he is editor-inchief of the Law Review.
Keep the mail flowing. It’s good for the
economy.

Secretaries: Ken Aldridge, George School,
Newtown, PA 18940; Joshua McKain, 1301
North Clayton, Wilmington, DE 19806.
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Brian Johnston and Donna Giver were
married on October 19,1991. (See photo next
issue.) The Johnstons are living in DC but are
planning to move — possibilities include the
cities of New Haven, Princeton, Durham,
Atlanta, and Pittsburgh. Any suggestions?
Last summer, Brian got together with Vic
DeMarco (heading to Boston), Courtney
Miller (making albums in Columbus), Andrew
Traglia (living in Los Angeles), John Granato,
Anne Hevener, Ellen Muse, and Jennifer
Dykstra.
The grapevine says that Robert Mueller
has joined the Windy City Wooster Club and is
working for Price Waterhouse.
Paul Potts used our e-mail address to
send in news about himself and other
Woosterites with whom he keeps in touch. Paul
says he is enjoying the creative weather of Ann
Arbor, MI, working for the U of Michigan (UM), designing instructional software, doing
free-lance C++ programming, and collecting a
few rejection slips for poems and stories on the
side. He promises to answer mail received at
1117 W. Huron, #205, Ann Arbor, MI, 48103.
Beth Snyder lives at the same address. She is a
cataloguer for the Slavic and East European
Division of the graduate library at the U-M and
works part-time toward her M.L.S.
Ken Knight, also in Ann Arbor, is a
Macintosh programmer by trade.
Josh Bauroth, who is working on his
Ph.D. in political science at the U-M, will be
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studying in Germany this summer and possibly
for the whole year. Send mail to him at his
Pennsylvania address: 1416 Old Route 981,
Latrobe, PA 15650.
Regan Knapp is working on her M.A. in
the U-M’s computers and technology in educa
tion program. She is a teaching assistant for a
class that she designed, Images of Women in
Literature and the Popular Media.
John Scudder works at Merit
Incorporated as an internet engineer in Ann
Arbor. He is pursuing his M.S. in EE/CS.
Ted Clayton worked for a year as a para
legal and is now working on his Ph.D. in politi
cal theory at the U-M. He says that Molly
Chesher received her M.A. in natural resource
management from Indiana U in December.
The e-mail addresses of the above class
mates are:
Paul Potts: potts@oit.itd.umich.edu
John Scudder: jgs@merit.edu
Ken Knight: krk@oit.itd.umich.edu
Joshua.Bauroth@um.cc.umich.edu
B.Regan.Knapp@um.cc.umich.edu
Edward.Clayton@um.cc.umich.edu
Beth.E.Snyder@um.cc.umich.edu.
Jerry H am m aker and his wife, Kristi, are
now living at 2382 Riverside Dr., S. Williams
port, PA 17701. They were married on Nov. 7,
1992, in Williamsport. (See photo next issue.)
The Hammakers went to Ambergris Caye,
Belize, on their wedding trip. Kristi, who
received her M.A. in health administration from
Penn State U, is a project assistant at Providence
Ventures, Inc. Jerry is project coordinator and
safety director for Hammaker Roofing Company
and is pursuing his M.A. in speech communica
tions at Penn State U.
L aura McGraw and Jon Neill were m ar
ried on January 2, 1993, at the First Presbyterian
Church in Wooster. (See photo next issue.) The
Neills, who now live at 17475 Woodford Ave.,
Lakewood, OH 44107., were happy that so many
friends were able to attend their wedding.

David Wilkie
David Wilkie has been promoted to the
position of banking officer with Bank One. With
the bank since 1989, David is manager of the
fwinsburg branch.
Two classmates have joined the law firm
of Critchfield, Critchfield and Johnston in
Wooster: Steven Shrock and David Wigham.
Steven received his J.D. from the U of Minnesota

NOTES

and earned membership in the Order of the
Coif. David received his J.D. from the ClevelandMarshall College of Law, where he was a pub
lished editor of the Cleveland State Law Review.
Write soon, because if you don’t, I can’t.
Secretary: Susan Fesz, 8676 Edgerton Rd„ North

Royalton, OH 44133.
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5th Reunion/June 3-6,1993
Congratulations to Allison Hodnett ’90
and David H unter, who were married on July
25,1992. (See photo next issue.) They are now
living in Silver Spring, MD. Allison is a graduate
student at the U of Maryland and expects to
complete her M.S.W. this spring. David is a
computer programmer/analyst for SRA
Technologies, Inc., and works at the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research. The couple sends
their best wishes to classmates. They can be
reached at 1400 East-West Highway, Apt. 1217,
Silver Spring, MD 20910.
Remember, our 5th reunion is this June,
so mark the date now and let’s see how many
folks we can get to Wooster for a celebration. It
will be great to see people and the changes in the
College and town. Did you know that Wooster is
booming? I (M iatta) stopped there several
months ago and saw the multi-screen movie
theater under construction and the new stores
on the north edge of town.
Now for the updates, which of course
include weddings. Tika Davies and Kevin
Walsh were married on September 26,1992, in
Winnetka, IL. (See photo next issue.) They now
live at 457 Centre St., #5, Newton, MA 02158.
There are classmates who may come to
the reunion with little ones. Ben and Sonya
Alwyn Spriggs reported the birth of Sasha
Adrin on December 17,1992. They have moved
to 9020 Old Mt. Vernon Rd„ Alexandria, VA
22309.
The wedding of Susan Beavins ’90 and
Michael W oltman took place on October 31,
1992. They are living in Cazenovia, NY, where
Michael is a financial consultant for Dean
Witter, and Susan is a management trainee for
Enterprise Car Leasing.
October 17,1992, was the day Jami Wren
and Michael O’Brien exchanged their marriage
vows in Columbus. Jami is a graduate of the
Bradford School of Business in Columbus.
Michael is employed at F.E. Myers Company in
Ashland and is working on his M.S. in business
administration at Ashland U.
After their wedding on June 6,1992,
Chuck and Jennifer H arris Brady took a B &
B/hiking holiday in northern Vermont. Their
marriage took place in Annapolis, MD, and
Andrew Baird ’84 served as best man and Luke
Quinlan ’89 was an usher. See the photo in the
next issue for other Woosterites in attendance.
The couple live and work in Washington, DC;
Chuck works at the National Geographic Society
library, and Jen works at the University Medical
Center in the office of quality assurance. She is

also completing work for her M.A. in education
policy at George Washington U.
Missy Hall is the coordinator of the geri
atric evaluation team services at Kernan
Hospital in Baltimore, MD. She received her
M.S. in social work from the U of Maryland last
May.
I (Eric) received news from Eric
Schoenke. Currently, he is teaching fourth and
fifth graders in a bilingual classroom in south
central Los Angeles. Eric wrote that he is
engaged to Victoria Littlejohn, whom he met
during his 1988-90 Peace Corps service in
Guatemala. Victoria is also a bilingual teacher.
Their wedding is scheduled for July 11, 1993, in
Berkeley, CA.
Congratulations to Steve Yood, who
received his M.D. last year. He is doing his resi
dency in general surgery at St. Joseph Hospital
in Ann Arbor, MI.

Secretaries: M iatta Wilson, 6920 Kenwood,
Dallas, TX 75214; Eric Greene, 128 Franklin St.,
#3, Athens, OH 45701.
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Hey folks, I’m desperate for news about
your lives! Write to me. Because I haven’t gotten
correspondence from you since the last issue,
most of the following news comes from your
reunion notes.
Jennifer Ewers H inchm an has lived a full
life since graduation. In the last six years she has
earned a second degree (B.S. from the U of
Utah), married Andrew Hinchman, had two
daughters, and now teaches second grade in Salt
Lake City, UT.
The wedding of Mary Fearon and
Wellborn Jack, III, took place on October 17,
1992. Woosterites in attendance were Beth
C arm an Larsen and her husband, Kurt, and
Lisa McFadden ’88, bridesmaid. After graduat
ing from Wooster, Mary taught Spanish and art
history at a private co-ed school in Oklahoma
City, OK, for two years, then moved to Dallas,
TX, where she began working on her M.A. in art
history at Southern Methodist U. She was an
assistant to the associate curator at the Meadows
Museum in Dallas for two years. Her third year
at the museum, she began writing the catalog on
the museum’s collection. She also spent four
months working for the deputy director of the
National Portrait Gallery in Washington, DC,
doing research for the exhibition on the World’s
Fair of 1893. Wellborn’s company, G.T.E., has
transferred him from Texas to Ohio, and the
Jacks now live at 475 Cliffside Dr., Columbus,
OH 43202. Mary is busy completing her
dissertation.
Ann Clark and George Stengl were m ar
ried on August 29, 1992. Ann received her M.S.
in long-term care administration from Miami U.
The Stengls live in Lebanon.
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Jill Midolo DeMarco lives in New
Brighton, PA, teaching music in junior and
senior high schools and giving private voice
lessons. She and her husband, Sam, a part-time
minister and full-time pharmaceutical salesper
son, have been youth leaders for the last five
years.
An unsuspecting tourist came from
France to Brooklyn, NY, while Ramin Abhari
was studying at the City University of New York,
and he married her! Ramin and Anne were m ar
ried on August 17,1991, in his wife’s hometown
in France. Ned Fortna was the best man and
Ramin’s sister, Roya Abhari Bromell ’85 and her
husband, John ’86, were in attendance.
Please let me know what is happening in
your lives, big or small. If you have electronic
mail connections, you can reach me at
ww@cray.com.

Secretary: Winnie Williams, 6165 Oakwood Rd.,
Woodbury, MN 55125.
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In December, 1992, Christopher Beachy
received his Ph.D. in environmental and evolu
tionary biology from the U of Southwestern
Louisiana.

Secretary: Tammy Allen, 207 S. Pleasant, Royal
Oak, MI 48067.
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By the time this issue hits your news
stand, it will be spring and activity will pick up
as we emerge from our wintry slumber. So, pick
up those pens, and tell me what you are doing.
Barbara Curran Garbaccio married Lt.
Gene Garbaccio, a naval aviator, on June 27,
1992, in Cleveland. (See photo next issue.) They
now live in Jacksonville, FL, where Barbara is a
marketing director for a computer software
firm. Their new address is 6738 Periwinkle Dr.,
Jacksonville, FL 32244.
John Shaw writes from Royal Oak, MI, a
suburb of Detroit, where he is in his third year of
surgical residency at Providence Hospital.
John says that Tim Tullis is now married
and is a father. Tim, his wife, Nicole, and their
daughter, Tatum Nicole, live in Dublin.
Deborah Suciu Smith writes with news
of her wedding in July, 1992, to Curtis Smith, in
Harrisburg, PA. Steve Allen performed the cere
mony, and Joy Sobrepena was the maid of
honor. Joy is completing her Ph.D. at Denver U.
Deb is employed by the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation in the Bureau of
Environmental Quality where she helps the
department comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act.
Having completed her M.A. in Chinese
studies at the U of Michigan, Tamula Drumm
has resumed her position as resident director of
Brethren Colleges Abroad China Exchange
Program. She plans to remain at the following
address through July, 1993: Foreign Experts’
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Bldg., Dalian Institute of Foreign Languages,
Dalian, Liaoning Province 116001, China.
1 (Larry) recently attended the stateside
wedding ceremony for family and friends of
Sarah Simmons, who married in Australia in
October, 1992. Sarah has been living in the land
down under for over a year, and she is happy
and enjoying her time there.
Gilbert Kirkham and his wife, Seiko, live
in Alexandria, VA. Gilbert is a policy analyst for
NASA in Washington, DC.

Secretary: Lawrence Allen, 6260 Greenwood
Parkway, #105, Sagamore Hills, OH 44067-2326.
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Julia Klein is the chief operating officer of
C.H. Briggs Hardware Company in Reading, PA.
Jeff Machell and his wife, Cindy, are the
parents of two daughters, Erin and Hali. The
family lives in Phoenix, AZ.

Secretaries: Lisabeth Beatty, 15 Hawkes St.,
Marblehead, MA 01945; Jennifer Sabers, 122
Michigan Ave., Decatur, GA 30030.
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Ahoy, classmates! I (Janet) have just
returned from a weekend of whale watching in
Mendocino, CA, with my husband and my son.
What fun!
Susan Jones Ainsworth and her hus
band, Ted, proudly announce the arrival of Reid
Pearson Ainsworth, born October 14,1992. The
new family may be reached at 12446 Deep
Spring Lane, Houston, TX 77077.
Mollie and Michael Phelps’ son, Maxwell
McGregor, was born on November 11, 1992.
They reside at 135 Olive Branch Rd.,
Stevensville, MD 21666.
I (Janet) heard from Daphne Upham,
who is engaged to be married this summer. She
is looking for some “pre-wedding” advice; write
to her at 1060 Springfield Pike, Cincinnati, OH
45215. She asked me to send an all points bul
letin to Peggy McKee Barnhill, Kristen
Nicewander Carlson, and Martha Lowry
Allard. Where are you?
Jill Currie Reeves has a neat new job as
director of group sales at Ford’s Theatre in
Washington, DC. Drop her a note at 6507 78th
St., Cabin John, MD 20818. She’s been reminisc
ing with Bobbi Coluni, Mike Pyle, and Cheryl
Lower.
Speaking of Cheryl, I got a nice, long
Christmas letter from Ms. Lower. As usual, she
leads a fascinating life. She resigned her position
as senior camp officer in the United Nations
Border Relief Operation and moved to
Switzerland where she says they have full aisles
in the grocery store devoted to chocolate — it
sounds like heaven! She reminded me in her let
ter that we all need to slow down and enjoy life
more. Thanks, Cheryl!
Mark Allan received his M.D. from
Columbia U Medical School in May, 1992, and is
doing his internship at North Shore University
Hospital in Manhasset, NY. He will serve his res
idency in interventional radiology at New York
U. Mark and his wife, Liz, have a one-year-old
daughter, Lindsey.
Secretary: Janet Schellhase Dial, 6928 Sharkon

Lane, Stockton, CA 95210.

Leonie Sheldon Stone is now an assistant
professor in the economics department at the
Jones School of Business, SUNY-Geneseo, NY.
She received her Ph.D. from Ohio State U in
1992.
Andrew Marsch is associate dean-stu
dent affairs at the U of Alabama at Birmingham.
He and his wife, Sharon, live in Birmingham.

Secretaries: Barb Brown, 1899 Selby Ave., #4, St.
Paul, MN 55104; Morris Robinson, 2833
Atlanta Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20906; Betsy
Williams Crayton, 17 Edgehill Rd., Warwick, RI
02889.
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Anne Yost Wolf has earned the designa
tion of Certified Insurance Counselor. She has
been employed by the Homer Yost Insurance
Agency in Wooster since graduation and is the
third generation of the Yost family to be involved
in the agency. Anne and her husband, Joe, and
two children reside in Wooster.

Secretary: Cheryl Weller Beck, 580 Barclay Hill
Rd., Beaver, PA 15009.

19 8 0
Your secretary (Jenny) has had a rough
start to her New Year. I slipped on a patch of ice
on New Year’s Day and broke my right wrist
(yes, I am right-handed). The break required the
insertion of four pins which are due to be
removed the first week of March. I am still going
to work, but I find it difficult to do accounting.
I received a letter from Lynn McGrew
Miller. She and her husband, Bob ’79, recently
moved into a new home in Avon Lake. Bob
works with Calfee, Halter & Griswold, in
Cleveland. Lynn finished her law degree and
passed the bar exam in 1990. In 1991 they
became the proud parents of a daughter, Grace
Elizabeth, born on January 23. Lynn is currently
balancing her time between writing and doing
free-lance research and facing the challenges of
being a full-time mom.
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Lynn’s sister, Lori McGrew Veldhuis,
works for the Lorain Public Library. Lori and
her husband, Harry, recently moved to a home
in North Ridgeville. They have a son, John
William, born May 20,1991.
Amy G raham Ciesielczyk and her hus
band, Gary, are living in a beautiful new home
that they built in North Lawrence. They have a
son, Benjamin Franklin, born in April, 1992.
Amy is a chemist for Bridgestone/Firestone in
Akron.
Sherrey C arter G ardner wrote that she
and her husband, Alan, recently became firsttime parents. Their son, Ethan Colby, was born
on August 1, 1992. Two weeks after his birth,
Sherrey received her M.S. in instructional
design from the Rochester Institute of
Technology. She also holds an M.B.A. from
Auburn U. Currently, Sherrey is a senior special
ist in technical education for Northern Telecom
(formerly Computer Consales, Inc.) in
Rochester.
John and Lee Severin Stekla celebrated
the birth of their first child, Megan Ann, on
November 23,1992. The Steklas spend their
time in two homes. On most weekends they are
at their shore home in Barnegat Light, NJ, on
Long Beach Island. During the week they are in
Doylestown, PA, where Lee is a chemical and
packaging agent for Henkel Corporation, and
John is eastern regional sales manager for
Chevron Chemical Corporation.

Secretaries: Jenny Watson, 1551 Oakmont Rd„ S.
Euclid, OH 44121; Leslie Schwartz, 190 Pleasant
Grove Rd.} #J3, Ithaca, NY 14850; David Gilliss,
100 Brandon Rd., Baltimore, MD 21212.
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John Peterson has been awarded one of
five faculty fellowships for graduate study by
Union Theological Seminary. John, who will
receive his M.Div. from the seminary in May,
practiced law in Harrisburg, PA, for eight years
before beginning preparation for the ministry.

Secretaries: Pat Stocker, 615 Commercial Ave.
#SW, New Philadelphia, OH 44663; Lisa C arter
Sherrock, 3500 Colonial Dr., Springfield, OH
45504.

___________ 1
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Brian H ostetler and Melody Wintz were
married on August 1, 1992, in Cincinnati. The
Hostetlers are both employed by Procter and
Gamble in Cincinnati; Melody is a group finan
cial manager, and Brian is a senior counsel.

Secretaries: Bill Stone, P.O. Box 2457, 526Second
Ave. S.E., Cedar Rapids, IA 52406-2457; Cathy
McDowell MacLean, 4581 Bentley Place,
Duluth, GA 30136.
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Betsy M arvin and Glenn West are
pleased to report the birth of their daughter,
Caroline Elizabeth, on May 23,1992. She joins a
delighted brother, Russell Andrew (4). Betsy
continues as assistant professor of music theory
at the Eastman School of Music. She has been
awarded a Bridging Fellowship for the spring,
1993, semester to “bridge” to another discipline;
she will work for the semester in the U of
Rochester psychology department doing
research in music cognition. Glenn is executive
director of Opera Theatre of Rochester, which is
working currently on a production of Rigoletto
for a spring performance. Betsy and Glenn
would love to hear from other music department
alumni in this column.
Bruce Shaw has become an associate
principal of the firm of Kitch, Saurbier,
Drutchas, Wagner & Kenney, P.C. Bruce, who
specializes in medical malpractice defense liti
gation, is located in the firm’s Detroit office.
Tom Farquhar, art director for BSB/Leff
& Squicciarini Advertising and Public Relations
in Dublin, was recognized for his work at the
presentation of two IABC District 7 Silver Quill
Merit Awards given to his company.
David R oberts has been appointed direc
tor of research at Napp Systems, where he has
worked as a research chemist. He lives in
Carlsbad, CA.
W illiam Magaw and his wife, Jean, live in
El Paso, TX, and have two children, Erin (10‘/2)
and Joshua (3). Bill is an army commander of an
M1A1 60-ton main battle tank and participated
in Desert Shield and Desert Storm. His unit was
one of the first to enter Iraq. Bill has been sta
tioned in Germany twice and was assigned to
one of the last U.S. units to guard the Berlin
Wall. He says hello to Jeff Zupancic.
In other international news, Don Snow
now lives in the People’s Republic of China and
teaches English at the Guangzhou English
Language Center of Zhongshan University. He is
employed through the United Board for
Christian Higher Education in Asia, with sup
port through the Missional Diaconal program of
the Presbyterian Church (USA). Don received
his M.A. in English/TESOL (Teaching English as
a Second Language) in 1983 from Michigan
State U. In 1991, he received his Ph.D. from
Indiana U in East Asian Language and Culture
(Chinese). Don writes that in his free time, he
does “research on Chinese dialect literature, an
obscure but interesting topic, and am trying my
hand at translation.” He regrets that he could not
attend our class reunion last year but hopes to
make it in 1997.
Brian and Maueve Kinch H eater live in
Germany where Brian teaches at the
Department of Defense Dependents School in
Hanau. Maueve is the church pianist for an
English-speaking Southern Baptist church and
is currently taking correspondence classes to
achieve elementary education certification as
well. In addition, she is the librarian and does

the newsletter for a military chapel. Maueve and
Brian have one child, Arle (4). They are enjoying
the opportunity to travel in Europe.
Jim Kurish spent two years in Paris in the
mid-80s. After returning to the States, he
obtained his M.P.P.S. (public and private man
agement) from Yale U and has been working as a
Wall Street investment banker for the last four
years. Jim also holds an M.S. and Ph.D. in phi
losophy. He and his wife, Mary Lyn, live in
Chicago.
Herb and Phyllis Smith Simmons live in
West Chester, PA, and have two children,
Remington (8) and Elliot (47-). Herb has been
employed by Scott Paper Company as a packag
ing engineer since 1990. Phyllis, who received
her M.Ed. from Cleveland State U in 1980, is
listed in Who’s Who Among America’s Teachers
(1992). She is an assistant principal at
Downington High School. Phyllis says the move
from Ohio to Pennsylvania was traumatic but
most rewarding.
G ordon and Susan Kines Fraser live in
Germantown, MD, with their two daughters,
Landon (97:) and Anna (7). Susan received her
M.Ed. from James Madison U in 1981.
Currently, she is a project supervisor at Westat
Research, where she oversees data collection for
health and social issues research. In 1992,
Gordon received his M.B.A. from Hood College.
He works as a systems analyst for the National
Association of Securities Dealers.
Barb M orrison received her B.S. in nurs
ing from Columbia U in 1979 and M.N. from the
U of Washington in 1986. She writes that in 1991
she went to Chicago to continue working on her
Ph.D. in nursing and to complete the nurse mid
wifery coursework. Now a certified nurse mid
wife, Barb lives in Decatur, IL, where she teaches
maternity nursing. She is also redecorating a
1910 duplex.
C orinne R udm an D unn is an adjunct
instructor at Baldwin-Wallace College. Last fall
she taught a language arts methods course, and
currently, she supervises student teachers. She
and her husband. Bob, live in Shaker Heights
and have one son, Aaron (3). Bob is pursuing his
M.B.A. and is employed by Sritek, Incorporated.
Bill G antzer and his wife, Elizabeth
Worman-Gantzer, live in New Richmond. Bill is
an owner/partner of Gantzer Masonry and
owner of Wm. Gantzer Construction, which
builds single family homes. He built a new home
for his family overlooking the Ohio River three
years ago. Bill and his wife have two sons,
Michael (47a) and Steven (2'A).
Dale O sterm an is executive director for
West Shore YMCA in Westlake. He plans to
complete his M.B.A. studies in the Cleveland
area. He and his wife, Vicki, have two children,
Katy (772) and Nick (6).

Secretaries: Susan Lundal, 608 W. Lincoln St.,
Birmingham, MI 48009-1964; Carole Lehman
Valliere, 10 RadcliffRd., Beverly, MA 01915.
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Two Alumni Trustees raft
ing through the Grand
Canyon in 1992. (L. to r.)
Dave Mortensen '64 and
Diane lim bird Hamburger
71.

19 7 6
From Sherborn, MA, Donald Frederico
and his wife, Catherine, announce the birth of
their daughter, Alyssa Carin, on December 30,
1992. Her brothers, Brian (5) and Stephen (2),
are happy to have a sister. Don practices law in
Boston at McDermott, Will & Emery, a Chicagobased firm with offices in seven U.S. cities and
over 500 lawyers nationally. He specializes in
business and healthcare litigation and environ
mental law. Recently, Catherine, a registered
dietitian, started her own business to select and
market nutrition books and other nutrition
products for children, parents, and teachers.
Always happy to hear from Woosterites, Don
was pleased to have a visit from Tom B enninger
last year who was in the area to see a Celtics
game. The Fredericos also saw Mike (’75) and
Shelley D rennan Peterson and their sons, Greg
and Joshua, at Shelley and Don’s 20th high
school reunion in Webster, NY, last summer.

Secretary: Julie Beuter Bogner, 1660 Arthur Dr.,
Wooster, OH 44691.

19 7 5
Amy H ungerford Sutton and her hus
band, J.D., are living in Florida at 2107
Allegheny Ct., Orlando, FL 32818. Both are
working at an entertainment and dining com
plex in Orlando. J.D. is an entertainer there, and
Amy runs the switchboard in the evenings. In
addition, J.D. has been doing some commercials
while Amy is starting a business as a costumer
for area performers.
Karen McClintock writes that she is
enjoying her work as executive director of a
non-profit chaplaincy program in northern
California. After becoming a preacher, she says
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she’s now learning to listen at the bedside and
manage the program that serves 24 hospitals.
Karen says “hi” to all. She can be reached at
Hospital Chaplaincy Services, 569 Summerfield
Rd., Santa Rosa, CA 95405.

Secretary: Andrea Steenburg, 1214 Nicodemus
Rd., Reisterstown, MD 21136-5824.

19 7 4
J. Douglas D rushal was nominated by
President Bush in June, 1992, to serve as a U.S.
district court judge for the Northern District of
Ohio. The U.S. Senate adjourned, however, with
out voting on the nomination. Doug remains a
partner in the Wooster firm of Critchfield,
Critchfield 8c Johnston, concentrating in civil lit
igation.

Secretary: Bill Irvine, 1801 Calvert St. N.W.,
#G-3, Washington, DC 20009.

19 7 3
20th Reunion/June 3-6,1993
Actual letters from actual readers (as
remarkable as that sounds):
C hristena Bergemann writes, with opti
mism, that she is now ready to let us in on the
good news that has been happening to her. The
following are excerpts from her letter (hope I
didn’t leave out anything important): “Recently,
God has been prospering me abundantly. I am a
living, walking, breathing, talking testament to
His power to transform. I am the owner of a
brand new company called Dust Bunnies
Professional Cleaning Company. You probably
remember me as the drug-crazed artist. Well,
I’m still an artist, and have just recently
designed a new line of Christian jewelry, called
the Crown of Thorns.” Christena would like to
discuss her jewelry design with Tim Wright ’69

and asks that he contact her. She continues “I’m
not married and haven’t any children yet
(although I would love both), so if there are any
single men left out there who are good looking,
athletic, successful, and lead a Christ-centered
life, feel free to contact me. And to my former
roommate, Bonnie: I’m sorry that I’ve lost touch
with you. If you read this and have a minute to
drop me a line and your current address, I’d be
ecstatic.” Christena’s address is 306 West Maple
St., North Canton, OH 44720.
Another actual letter arrived from
M artha Hancock. Martha writes that she “lives
in the shadow of McGaw Chapel and teaches
about 35 violin students in Wooster and Canton.
I play in the Akron Symphony, the Wooster
Symphony, and some other groups in the area. I
got my M.M. in violin performance from Kent
State U in 1980, and spent three summers with
the orchestra of The Ohio Light Opera. I’ve done
some summer workshops for Suzuki violin
teacher training, going as far as Ontario,
Wisconsin, and Montana. My biggest summer
venture of the last few years has been a trip to
Norway and Sweden. My big news of last sum 
mer is that Jesus has healed my allergies! An
event not to be sneezed at, when you live in the
pollen pit of America! Hope to see some class
mates at our 20th reunion.”
Speaking of our reunion, mark your cal
endars, because that date is approaching rapidly.
Hope to see you all there, original IDs in hand.
Lynn Hamilton, vice president and
senior trust investment officer at Society
National Bank, in Canton, was a visiting lecturer
at the Williamson School of Business
Administration in October, 1992.
We sadly report the death of our classmate, Bonnie Klemm Bunevich, on January 27,
1993. Sympathy of the class is extended to her
husband, Bruce Bunevich, and children, Lisa
and Jared.
Sympathy is also extended to the family
of C hristine Hoffman, who died on January 4,
1993.

Secretary: Eric Filios, 2117 Chesterfield Ave.,
Charlotte, NC 28205.

19 7 2
In 1992, Patrick Royster received his
Ph.D. in political science from Emory U.

Secretary: Jay Yutzey, 1254 Norwell Drive E,
Columbus, OH 43220. Bitnet: Yutzey.2@ohstmail

19 7 1
On September 30,1992, David Seiple
successfully defended his doctoral dissertation,
“John Dewey: The Aesthetics of Moral
Intelligence.” Dave has worked on this project
for, “Lo, these many years,” and is proud of the
results. We will look for further news from Dave
if and when he has it published. He is currently
doing free-lance writing, including some chap
ters for an applied ethics textbook. Dave writes
that he “lives in a very complicated urban niche”
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and “wonders what it would be like to be a midwesterner again.” He would like to hear from
Woosterites and includes his address: 204 W.
108th St., Apt. 44, New York, NY 10025.
For the first time since graduation,
Pamela Pender Brownlee has written to us
about her activities. For 12 years following grad
uation, Pam served as chair of the English
department at the Andrews School. During this
time she established a learning center joining
Case Western Reserve U (CWRU) and Andrews.
For 10 of these years she also directed the
Jennings writing project, a statewide teacher
training project. Pam also taught at CWRU,
where she received her M.A. in 1980. In 1985,
Pam became an associate professor of literature
and humanities at the Cleveland Institute of Art
(CIA). She retains that position but now also
serves as vice president of the faculty and as
director for the Pathways program. Pam has
since completed her Ph.D. in English literature.
Pam’s husband, Robert, is an administrator in
the East Cleveland Schools, teaches at CWRU,
and directs the programs for alumni of the edu
cation department. Pam’s research continues
with work on two articles and a book. The
Brownlees have two children, Peter and Aubri
Katherine. Their address: 11185 Elk Run,
Chardon, OH 44024.

Mark Hostetler

In December, Mark H ostetler was pro
moted to vice president, regulatory counsel, at
Pet Incorporated. He will direct the company’s
activities related to food laws and regulations
and will monitor government affairs relating to
Pet’s businesses. Mark joined the company in
1983 as a senior attorney.
Cliff Johnston has been named to a
three-year appointment to the Alumni Board at
the College. He earned his J.D. from
Northwestern U and is a partner in the Wooster
law firm of Critchfield, Critchfield & Johnston.
Cliff and his wife, Gennie, have two children:
Elizabeth (13) and Douglas (11).
Secretary: Wendy Smith Dillingham, 540
Elmwood, Dearborn, MI 48124.

NOTES

19 7 0
Susan Ziegler Bear writes that she can’t
remember whether she had written earlier or
not and notes that “short-term memory loss is
probably becoming common in our class by
now!” Susan and her husband, John, moved to
Atlanta in 1991 and have fallen in love with the
city. She holds the position of manager of p ur
chasing and transportation for GTE Mobile
Communications. Susan would love to share the
Atlanta weather with classmates visiting the area
or those simply passing through to Florida.
Write Susan and family at 308 The Chace N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30328.
Just like clockwork — and I mean that as
a compliment — Joella Good N ewberry sent
along a very nice holiday greeting and an update
of Colorado doings. Joella reports all is well in
Boulder, notwithstanding a rather lean period
after husband Roger’s employer relocated. The
family simply couldn’t bear to leave and unani
mously voted to stay in Colorado. All is well
now, and Joella continues to teach and to per
form in the Boulder Concert Band. As an added
twist, she recently put on a four-day workshop
for teachers on the Second Voyage of the Mimi —
a social studies and science program by publish
er Bank Street College. Jo designed an integrated
curriculum to accompany the program. Hercompanion program has been featured in the
publisher’s newsletter and has proven popular.
Bruce B artlett reports that he continues
to enjoy his work as an engineer with Crown
International. Bruce, a prolific writer, is the
author of 200 articles and four books on audio
topics. Not surprisingly, music plays an impor
tant role in the lives of his wife, Jenny, and their
five children.
Susan H artt is busy juggling what
amounts to three careers: an attorney with NEC,
the giant semiconductor manufacturer; a full
time mom to two young children; as a book
reviewer for the San Jose Post-Record. Before
joining NEC in 1985, Susan was an assistant
general counsel with Kellogg and had served
previously with the Illinois Attorney General’s
Office. Ironically, your secretary (Pete) worked
for the same office at the same time — not more
than a block away, but I never bumped into her.
Susan and her husband, Scott, would love to
hear from classmates. Drop them a line at 140
South 15th St., San Jose, CA 95112.
Rachel W hitney Lander and her hus
band, Jim ’69, have been married for 24 years.
Congratulations! Rachel’s current undertaking is
delivering 270 papers daily to help raise funds to
do ministry work in Moscow or St. Petersburg,
Russia.
W illiam DeMott is an associate professor
of biology at Indiana-Purdue U of Ft. Wayne, IN.
Of particular note in William’s letter is his report
that from mid-May, 1993, through August, 1994,
he will be on sabbatical at the Max Planck
Institute of Limnology in Plon, Germany, to
work with ecologists from many European
countries. Sounds like some pretty heady stuff.
If you’re in Germany, give him a call.

Tom B oardm an reports his job as assis
tant general counsel with the 3M Company is
going well. Tom’s note dealt mainly with the rig
ors of looking at various colleges that his
youngest daughter, Andrea, might wish to
attend. Tom and his wife, Susie (Leach ’71), have
visited quite a few schools. But, Tom reports, of
all the colleges visited, Wooster remains the
most impressive. His actions speak even louder
than his words — daughter Cari ’94 is currently
a junior there.
The first of the responses to your secre
tary s October information requests have been
received and stored away. Now, with the bitter
taste of postage stamp glue still fresh in my
memory, I encourage our 393 other classmates
to dig out and dust off those cards and jot down
a few notes. The response rate so far is only just
slightly more impressive than the chances of
winning the Illinois lottery. Come on, make my
job a little easier!
Congratulations to Mim Pride, who
became president of Blackburn College,
Carlinville, IL, in October, 1991.

Secretary: Pete Snyder, 2116 Collett Lane,
Flossmoor, IL 60422.

19 6 9
Emily Buchholtz Giffin, an assistant pro
fessor of biology at Wellesley College, has
received an AAUW Fellowship for post-doctoral
research in paleontology.

Secretary: Judy Sim kins Haines, 300 Berkshire
Dr., Rochester, NY 14626.

19 6 8
25th Reunion/June 3-6,1993
Bill Layman writes from Washington
State that he and his wife, Susan, are continuing
to enjoy their counseling practices. Both are
active in environmental issues and in keeping
tabs on their children, Nathan (14) and Susan
(7). Their address is 434 Orondo Ave.,
Wenatchee, WA 98801.
The world premiere of Gulliver’s Last
Travels opened in March at the Organic Theater
Company in Chicago, IL, with G ary H ouston, a
former member of the company, portraying
Gulliver. Over the years, Gary has appeared in
many of the company’s successful shows, includ
ing Bleacher Bums, E/R (Emergency Room), and
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Sharp-eyed
viewers of the recently-released film Hoffa will
see Gary in a cameo role as an undercover agent.
Jonathan Allen writes that a miniWooster gathering took place at the Orient,
Long Island, New York Congregational Church
on August 30,1992. “My wife, Lyn, and I attend
ed services there during our vacation. After the
service we were talking with the pastor, Rev.
Gary Haase, who, we discovered, graduated
from Wooster in 1961. While enjoying lemonade
on the lawn, we were introduced to Don Van
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Cleef ’51, former president of the Alumni
Board, and his wife, Mina (Ramage ’53), also
active in alumni affairs. Their daughter,
Elizabeth Lauber ’81, was with them. To have
five Wooster graduates together under such cir
cumstances is unusual.”

Secretary: G. Gary Tyack, 947 Clubview Blvd.,
N„ Columbus, OH 43235.

19 6 7
After a 21-year absence, Bruce Smith has
returned to the state of Ohio. He has been
named vice president, division director of R.R.
Donnelley’s Willard, Ohio, division.
Additionally, he is president and CEO of
Donnelley Caribbean Graphics, Ltd., a sub
sidiary company in Barbados, West Indies.
“Somebody has to visit the Caribbean periodi
cally, so it might as well be me!” writes Bruce.
He and his wife, Peggy, will relocate to Norwalk
in late March.
D onald Hoke is chairman-elect of the
Manatee (FL) Chamber of Commerce. Before
forming his own company, DCH & Company, in
1992, he was vice president and director of dis
tribution for Tropicana Products Incorporated.
Active in community affairs, Don is a member
of the Bradenton Kiwanis Club, chair of the
Manatee Public Schools Foundation board of
directors, president of the board of trustees of
St. Stephen’s School, a member of the executive
committee of the board of directors of the
Manatee County Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs Inc., and
a member of the Florida department of educa
tion’s community involvement council. Don, his
wife, Carolyn, and twin sons, Matt and Carson,
live in Bradenton.
M ark W ynn was chosen to participate in
the Congressional Fellowship Program spon
sored by the American Political Science
Association and is spending the year working as
a legislative assistant. Mark currently works on
health reform issues for Congressman Ben
Cardin from Maryland. In May, he plans to work
in the Senate.

Secretary: Sara Bradley, P.O. Box 599,
Chautauqua, NY 14722.

19 6 6
Avery Head writes from Phoenix, NY,
that he is in his 20th year as a chemistry teacher
at Liverpool High School. In his spare time, he
plays the pipes and teaches and directs the
Syracuse Scottish Pipe Band. He also teaches a
piping program at Phoenix High School. His
wife, Beth, works in personnel at the Syracuse
chapter of the American Red Cross. They would
be glad to hear from friends. Their address is
Pendergast Rd., #207, Phoenix, NY 13135.
Ginny Keim Brooks and her husband,
Ed, are leaving behind their recently completed
lakeside summer house in New Hampshire to
spend a three-month sabbatical in India, visiting
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old friends from Ed’s Peace Corps days and trav
eling. Their daughter, Laura, is a freshman at
Georgetown U.
Penny and Ken Fischer continue their
involvement in the arts — in Ann Arbor and
around the world. Ken continues as executive
director of the University Musical Society of the
U of Michigan. The Society has hosted worldrenowned musicians, including the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra with James
Levine, Kurt Masur, Yo-Yo Ma, among others. In
November, Penny began a two-year term as
president of the National Flute Association and
currently is involved in the Ann Arbor School
for the Performing Arts, which she and five of
her friends founded last year. Their students
range from 18 months to 85 years old, and they
have just received their long-awaited tax-exempt
status! Son Mathew is a sophomore at the U of
Virginia.

Secretary: Elizabeth W esthafer O’Brien, 101
Hillcrest Ave., Summit, NJ 07901.

19 6 5
Lilia Head Langford and her husband,
Dave, have returned to Africa to continue their
missionary work. For the next four years, they
will be located in Bunia, Zaire. Dave teaches at
the seminary and works with church leaders in
the administrative office. Lilia works at the
church dispensary located on the outskirts of
town. The Langfords’ four children attend
boarding school.
Judy Peck Ahlefeldt, who recently
received her Ph.D. in landscape ecology from
Colorado State U, has a new job and address.
She is the forest ecologist for the Medicine Bow
National Forest. Judy would like to hear from
classmates and would be pleased to visit with
those passing through her area. Her address is
5711 South View Rd., Laramie, WY 82070.

19 6 4
In July, 1992, Diana Coulton Beebe
joined the Holton-Arms School in Bethesda,
MD, as head of school. Previously, she was head
of the middle school of Holland Hall School in
Tulsa, OK, from 1983-92. Diana has worked in
education as a teacher and administrator for
more than 28 years. She and her husband, John,
have two children.

Secretaries: Russell & Jane Welton Yamazaki,
1040 Berkshire, Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230.

19 6 3
30th Reunion/June 3-6,1993
Jim W ilson has been elected to the office
of executive vice president and chief financial
officer of Thiokol Corporation in Ogden, UT,
where he lives with his wife, Linda. They have

two sons, Brock and Trevor. Jim has served as
Trustee of The College of Wooster since 1980
and is chair of the trustee finance committee.
Bill Yoder, who has served as dean of the
McGilvary Faculty of Theology in Thailand for
many years, is now assistant to the president for
theological concerns at Payap U, Thailand.
This is the last call for our 30th reunion,
so please make plans to join us.

Secretary: Ann McKenrick Wase, 412 Ivy
Church Rd., Timonium, MD 21093.

________1 9 6 2_______
Well, a few of you took pity on your secre
tary and sent me news. I was beginning to feel
like the Maytag repairman!
Carl Robson and his wife, Senait, have
become media stars. As part of Carl’s ongoing
interest in Ethiopia, they have opened the
Empress Taytu Ethiopian Restaurant in
Cleveland. Local television stations filmed them,
and the Plain Dealer reviewed them, as did some
of the alternative press. Profits from the restau
rant will be used to establish medical teaching
clinics in Ethiopia and sponsor Ethiopian stu
dents in Cleveland. Carl is still continuing his
practice of family medicine.
The news of this opening occurred at the
time your secretary was visiting her brother and
sister-in-law, Justin and Jane M allory Park, at
their home on Hayling Island in Great Britain.
Justin is with IBM for a limited assignment, and
Jane is enjoying “being a princess” for this peri
od. She is finding the life style different but
enjoyable, is learning a lot about the history of
the area, and is hosting many family members
and friends who come to visit. If you are in their
area, look them up. They are good tour guides!
Elaine Rado Spalding is now Elaine
Raynolds. She was married on November 21,
1992, to Art Raynolds in Florida. They are at
home at 6798 23rd St. N. in St. Petersburg, FL
33702. Before the courtship, Elaine had gone to
Europe with her church choir. They gave con
certs in Salzburg, Vienna, and Berlin. She was
official photographer for the group. Best wishes
and happiness!
Emily McQueen is living in suburban
New York City, biking, hiking, and traveling and
has a private practice in social work and coun
seling to pay the bills! Her youngest son,
Timothy, plays football for Rutgers U, and Emily
goes to all the games. Next fall, we will be able
to watch Tim on television and hear Emily
scream. If her son’s team is in your area, she
would love to meet for coffee or breakfast. She
can be reached at 631 Witthill Rd., Ridgewood,
NJ 07450. Emily’s daughter, Amy Geckeler ’90,
sometimes camps with her in Maine. Her son,
Stephen, graduated from Fordham U last year.
Genie H enson Hatch did not make our
reunion because she was preparing for a trip to
see her daughter, Chelsea, who is in the Peace
Corps in Africa. Genie was accompanied by her
other daughter, Shelby Hatch ’89, an experi
enced Third World traveler, so the trip was more
enjoyable.
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After 25 years in education in Holmes
County’s two school districts, Holmes County
Superintendent of Schools Richard Maxwell
began a new career in April. He is director of
leadership development for the Buckeye
Association of School Administrators in
Columbus.

Secretary: Linda Park, P.O. Box 6631, Cleveland,
OH 44101.

19 6 1
Lost: one classmate. Does anyone know
the whereabouts of Pat Sargeant Kochera? Pat
was at Wooster during our freshman and sopho
more years, and her home was in Cleveland
Heights. During a recent layover in Houston, I
(Larry) attempted to contact her at the address
in our Alumni Directory, but I was told that she
no longer resides there. If you know where she
is, let me know.
Last summer, Carla Brooks Johnston
spent two months on a lecture and research tour
of Hong Kong, China, South Korea, and Japan.
Most of her lectures were based on her 1991
book, Election Coverage, and dealt with the
media coverage of the 1992 presidential cam
paign. Last year, her book, International
Television Co-Production, was published. Many
of her articles have appeared in the Radcliffe
Quarterly and The New York Times. She contin
ues public policy innovation consulting through
her company, New Century Policies, and teaches
part-time at the U of Massachusetts. Son Eric
’84 and his wife, Deb (Smith ’85), live in the
Boston area near Carla, while daughter Elise
lives in New Mexico and attends graduate
school.
Douglas Ball, whose book Financial
Failure and Confederate Defeat was published in
1991, is co-author with his father, George W.
Ball ’64H, of The Passionate Attachment, which
was published by Norton in 1992. Last
September, Douglas’s father and mother, Ruth
(Murdoch ’28), celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary. Douglas, who holds an M.A.,
M.B.A., and Ph.D., is director of research for the
Numismatic 8; Antiquarian Service Corporation
of America in Manhattan, and lives in Rockville
Centre, Long Island.
Congratulations to Louise M iller Row,
who received her M.Div. from the School of
Theology at Claremont in June, 1992. Louise
earned her M.A. from the U of Texas at Austin.
She and her husband, Robert, live in Palos
Verdes Estates, CA.

Secretary: Larry Vodra, 51 High Ridge Rd.,
Brookfield, CT 06804.

19 6 0
On January 1,1993, James F. Traer
became the 18th president of Westminster
College in Fulton, MO. For the last eight years,
Jim served as dean of the college and professor
°f history at Lynchburg College. Prior to
Lynchburg, Jim was vice president and dean for

NOTES ^

academic affairs at Adrian College in MI. He
received his J.D. from the U of Michigan Law
School and M.A. and Ph.D. in European history
from the U of Michigan. Jim and his wife,
Maribeth, have three daughters. Before she
moves to Missouri to join Jim this summer,
Maribeth will remain in Virginia to complete
her academic appointment as an assistant pro
fessor of nursing at Lynchburg College.

Secretary: Nancy Brown Tyburski, 3622
Croydon Dr., NW, Canton, OH 44718.

19 5 9
Judy Dauber Guye

Please write.

Secretary: Gretchen Yant Robinson, 608 Conley
Ave., Ada, OH 45810.

19 5 8

also works as an R.N. at Youth Health Service,
Inc., which serves adolescents and their families.
She and her husband, Grady, visited their
daughter, Pamela Guye Holland ’83, in Boca
Raton, FL, this fall.

Secretary: K athryn D em m on Cilimburg, 28223
Bassett Rd., Westlake, OH 44145.

35th Reunion/June 3-6,1993
We hope you will return to campus in
June to celebrate our reunion.

Secretaries: Bob Carter, 1407 West Sherwin, #2N, Chicago, IL 60626; Bonnie Acton Moccio,
154 Highland Ave., Westfield, MA 01085.

19 5 7
It seems that most of us are busy with our
jobs, visiting family, and participating in various
activities and adventures — so said your
Christmas letters.
We send our sympathy to Bill (’56) and
Nancy Peters Kardos, whose daughter, Lisa,
died a year ago. We do send our love.
Leslie Towle T hom pson writes that she is
a district manager for Avon, working many
hours per week but still finding time to ski on
the weekends at the Thompsons’ Hidden Valley
mountain home. Leslie and Hal reside at 7 Kings
Arms, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055.
In December, we received a letter from
Harry and C hristine Griffes Caldwell, who are
serving as Presbyterian missionaries in
Romania. The Caldwells are teaching English in
Tirgu Mures to high school and professional
adult students.
From Rohnert Park, CA, Peg Williams
Stoops writes that she is active in the Faith
Presbyterian Church and works in the account
ing department at Catholic Charities in
Santa Rosa.
When she was elected to the Randolph
County (WV) Commission in November, Judy
D auber Guye became the first woman elected to
the county commission and the first Republican
elected in the Randolph County government
since 1932. “There are three commissioners in
the county,” writes Judy, “and we act as the
county court.” Judy, who lives in Elkins, WV,

19 5 6
Jackie Straub McMakin is an author and
co-author of several books, booklets, and arti
cles, which encourage ministry in daily life.
She is the co-author of two recently revised
books : The Doorways Series, published by
HarperSanFrancisco, in January, 1993, and
Working From the Heart, HarperSanFrancisco,
available July, 1993.
Peter M ortensen, chairman and presi
dent of the First National Bank of Pennsylvania,
has just completed a term as president of the
Pennsylvania Bankers’ Association.

Secretary: Janice Douglas Grim, 17867 E.
Lincoln Way, Dalton, OH 44618.

19 5 5
The year 1992 was a good one for Don
MacFalls. His leukemia continued to be in
remission, enabling him to become interim
minister at the First Presbyterian Church in
Frankfort, KY. During the holiday season he
took a trip which included a visit with your sec
retary and her husband. Soon after returning
home in 1993, he had a heart attack and subse
quent bypass surgery. At the time of this w rit
ing, he is reported to be doing well. We hope he
will continue to do so.
Travelers this past summer were Carol
Cobb Seem ann and her husband. They took
two of their grandchildren on a six-week tenting
trip across the U.S. They certainly were brave.
Keep the news coming!

Secretary: Faith Omans Reynolds, Merrell
Tavern Inn, Rt. 102, Main St., South Lee, MA
01260.
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Although he transferred in 1952, Raoul
Davis writes that he has fond memories of the
time he spent at Wooster. A graduate of Central
State and Columbia U, Raoul has spent the last
24 years in New York State. Since 1983, he has
been a minority business specialist with New
York State and serves as the acting bureau chief
for the Bureau of Contract Compliance in the
New York State Office of General Services,
Design and Construction Group. Currently, he
also provides voluntary organizational develop
ment assistance to a new community economic
development organization, the African
American Funding Association.
In his professional and personal life,
Raoul has committed himself to improving rela
tionships both within the minority community
and between the minority community and oth
ers. His contributions in this area brought about
his nomination in November, 1992, for the New
York State Governor’s Award for African
Americans of Distinction.
In 1968, Raoul became a school adminis
trator and consultant for the Wyandanch Public
Schools on Long Island. He also served as the
social architect of the Wyandanch Cooperative
College Center which was the model for the
development of the New York State Cooperative
College Centers system and the federal
Educational Opportunity Programs. From
1971-75, he was a school social worker in
charge of minority relations for Manhasset
Public Schools in Manhasset, Long Island.
During that time he managed effective dialogue
sessions between administrators, teachers, and
both African-American and white parents. He
also served as the social architect and organiza
tion development consultant for the establish
ment of the Urban League of Long Island. In
1974, he was named an adjunct associate profes
sor of youth and community studies at SUNY at
Stony Brook.
He later served as deputy director of the
Suffolk County Youth Bureau, designing and
operating a probation employment program;
established the Amityville Small Business
Development Institute; was executive director of
the Urban League of the Albany Area, Inc.; and
served as a youth development consultant,
establishing the New York Minority Youth
Foundation and the New American Heroes
Foundation.
Raised in Charleston, WV, Raoul was the
first African-American to attend Kiski
Preparatory School in Saltsburg, PA. Currently,
he is writing Beatitudes of an American Hillbilly,
a book about his life experiences.
In January, Jay Cox was acknowledged as
team physician of the year at the annual meeting
of the Eastern Athletic Trainers Association in
Boston. He received the David G. Moyer Award
“As the physician who made a significant contri
bution to sports medicine, to the growth of the
profession of athletic training, and the recogni
tion and support of the athletic trainers.” Jay is a
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professor of surgery at Penn State U and an
orthopedic physician in State College, PA.
He has served as team physician for the
Baltimore Bullets of the National Basketball
Association, the Oakland Raiders of the
National Football League, the U.S. Naval
Academy, and Penn State U.
In February, a mini-reunion of classmates
took place at the home of Grace and Gordon
Hall. Shirley and Dale Kitzmiller, Inge and
Dave Gamble, and Carl and Marlene (Fray ’55)
Z im m erm an joined the Halls to celebrate
Gordon’s birthday. During and after the deli
cious luncheon prepared by Grace, much
Wooster reminiscing took place. The Kitzmillers
have since led tours to Hawaii and to Egypt and
Israel.

Secretary: Richard Sheppard, Box 264, Suttons
Bay, MI 49682.
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40th Reunion/June 3-6,1993
A very small reunion took place over the
Christmas/New Year’s season in Southern
California when four of us attended the brunch
featuring the Wooster basketball team. Arden
Webb Watson, Gwen Griffith W right, Marcia
(Klerekoper) and I (Don) enjoyed our meeting,
and taking odds on who would show up at our
June reunion. Busy schedules make that a chal
lenge. Southern California and the midwest of
Wooster seem separated by light years. Marcia
and I did return briefly to Michigan during the
holidays, as Marcia’s mother died Christmas
Eve, after years of suffering the ravages of
Alzheimer’s disease. I found I remembered the
cold, the snow, and the chilling rain. We
returned to California to find much the same.
California, however, is still heading into a reces
sion, while other areas of the country are appar
ently pulling out, albeit slowly.
Although the performing arts have taken
a beating in California generally, one person
bucking the trend is George Buckbee. Not only
its quality and quantity, but the variety of his
recent work amazes me. From pop to opera, he
has worked hard to turn his community of
Stockton into a musical oasis. Last January,
George was presented with Stockton’s Star
Award, noting he was a “teacher, director, per
former, conductor, and composer.” I would have
enjoyed seeing him in the dinner show he put
together, “A Song Coming On,” that featured
many of the Gershwin, Berlin, et al. classics, as
well as occasional irony and large doses of
humor. His role models for barbed musical wit
may come from his recent productions of
Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Gondoliers, Ruddigore,
and Patience.
Last spring George conducted and pro
duced Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro, and in
July he was vocal teacher/coach and accompa
nist for beautiful Monterey’s summer program.

Fall found him accompanying performers in a
concert honoring the Finnish composer,
Kilpinen; that program is to be broadcast soon
on National Public Radio. In December, he con
ducted four performances of Chaikovskii’s The
Nutcracker ballet. In his spare moments, George
has written a children’s opera, Dick Whittington’s
Cat, which is being performed in local grade
schools. And G. Schirmer, Inc., has contracted
to publish his reductions of Mozart’s seven con
cert arias for tenor and orchestra. Come to think
of it, I’d probably get exhausted trying to stay on
George’s musical trail!
A favorite part of Christmas for me
(Nona) is the daily trip to the mailbox. Here are
some glimpses from 1992. As usual, Ellie
H opkirk Stevens, writing from St. Croix, VI,
used up even the margins to tell about her year,
which included a week’s trip to the Steinway fac
tory in New York (she’s a Steinway technician);
the care and feeding of a new bassett, Jessie;
playing clarinet for two local high school
musicals; acquiring a bright red Acura sports
car for dashing about St. Croix; relaxing in “cold
sweatsuit weather” along Lake Superior’s north
shore. Ellie is hoping to return for our 40th.
In February, 1992, Jim and Pat Fester
Sanko became the grandparents of twins,
Caroline and Stephen. They’re investigating pos
sible retirement sites away from their muchbeloved North Dakota pastorate. About grand
children, Bob and Barb M ortensen Rosnagle
have this to say of their David, nearly three:
“Everyone’s grandchild is special, intelligent,
beautiful, and the cutest, sweetest one in the
world!” Yup! The Rosnagles kept busy with
medical meetings, a two-week dream trip to
Egypt, daughter Diane’s wedding in June, 1992,
and planning for daughter Susan’s coming
wedding.
It was a wedding that caused me not to
hear from M arilu Darone Pehrson, but a phone
call to Alpharetta, GA, assured me all is well
with Marilu and Don, whose daughter, Caroline,
was married December 19. The Pehrsons always
host a carol sing around the grand piano in their
great room; this year, they managed two sings.
No wonder no card.
Dick and Carol McCool Johnson’s card
— chickadees skating on a birdbath — was
designed by their daughter, Joni, an artist for
Hallmark. The Johnsons keep busy in Ashland,
especially with music. For an account of their
granddaughter, Mary, see the comment by Barb
Rosnagle.
Bill and Helen M ossbarger Friend feel
the same way about their interesting cats, one of
whom died last year. Bill, a skillful woodcarver,
misses Chessie’s company in his shop. Mossy
and some Japanese partners have an English
correction business which makes Japanese
translations into English intelligible for Englishspeaking customers. She expects to continue the
business in retirement.
Mac (’49) and Junior Toth McGhee, both
now retired, wrote of the “wanderlust spirit,”
nothing new for them, which took them far and
wide last year in their motor home. In San
Antonio, TX, they camped with their friends

—
Giles and Marty Massey Walker ’52s. When she’s
home in Boynton Beach, FL, Junior is busy with
many church activities, as well as the League of
Women Voters.
Betty Morrison Dodson, now retired
from teaching, is treasurer of her presbytery’s
Presbyterian Women. John ’52, a pastor, and
Betty moved to LaMoure, ND, a few years ago.
Last summer, John and Betty enjoyed a twoweek study trip to Ghost Ranch, in Betty’s home
state of New Mexico.
Ed and Jerri Hoskins Spoehel became
official New Mexicans last April 7. Their address
is 9755 Redbird Court, Las Cruces, NM 88001.
Jerri has been writing professionally, Ed has
been winning swimming medals in senior
Olympics, and both have exchanged their
California duds for their first denim jeans.
Ken and Joan Winter Chellis have also
completed their move to Colville, WA, and were
enjoying a 14-foot subalpine fir Christmas tree
inside, and “about four inches of the whitest
snow over everything outside.” The address of
their new “cozy and comfortable” home is 1066
Kit/Narcisse Rd., Colville, WA 99114.
Jane Rice LaRue, Madeline’s
grandmother, teaches kindergarten, but
describes her life after school: “I volunteer one
afternoon a week at an after-school drop-in cen
ter for children, where they read to me, do
homework, and play educational games. Of all
the things I do that’s my favorite. I think the kids
like having a grandmother type around.”
Madeline, now three, likes Jane to visit her in
Madison, WI. Jane, practicing the Russian she’s
been learning, signed off with the Russian
equivalent of “Happy New Year.”
Sue Felty, our adopted classmate, moved
to Chicago last year. She works at a new retire
ment community in the Lincoln Park area and
likes her work very much. Her address is: 3101
N. Sheridan Road, #1209, Chicago, IL 60657.
Caprio (Capricorn/Scorpio), Pennie and
Dick Martin’s new F-27 trailerable trimaran,
sits too often on her trailer at a nearby lake to
suit Pennie and Dick, but Dick says: “There is
always hope.” Last May, the Martins returned to
Cornell U for Dick’s 35th medical school
reunion and expect to return to Wooster for
our 40th.
Bob Baab had better show up, too, since
he lives just down the street on Wooster’s
famous Quinby Avenue. A busy anesthesiologist,
Bob’s second career is acting. He played Swidger,
the lucky fellow who solicits contributions from
Scrooge, in the Canton Players’ Guild musical
production of A Christmas Carol.
Frank Cook and his wife, Betty, live in a
Sanibel Island, FL, beachfront home. Frank,
who never crosses the Mason-Dixon line head
ing north if he can help it, hopes to celebrate our
40th in Orlando. I’m working on Betty, though.
The last of Tania Chirikov Moser’s sever
al Christmas wishes was for a “good reunion
with our buddies o f’53 vintage!” One of those,
I’m sure, will be Jean Bangham. I loved Jean’s
photo card of herself beside a beached red river
raft loaded with gear, Alaskan mountains climb'ng up from the river’s opposite shore. Jean, pad-
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die in hand, appeared eager to push off and
investigate the next bend in the river.
Mike Beekel, Polly McCollam
McCullough, Carol McCool Johnson and I
(Nona) have March plans for lunch in Hudson.
We need to help Polly christen the brand-new
condo she moved into during the holidays. Her
new address is 325 Ironwood Trail, Aurora, OH
44202.
Ron Price wrote on his greeting, a moon
lit scene of Pittsburgh, “Can’t wait for the 40th!”
See you all then.

Secretaries: Nona Williston Taylor, 1398 Frank
Dr., Wooster, OH 44691; Donald Orr, 13460
Marlette Dr., La Mirada, CA 90638.
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Tom Boyne reports that he retired from
the telephone industry in 1991. Last fall, Tom
attended a Browns/Oilers game with Judson
Rosebush, who was a member of the political
science faculty and acting dean of men during
our freshman year. Tom says Judson looks great
and still teaches part-time at Kent State U.
The Swagers received a nice Christmas
note from Giles and Marty Massey Walker in
Helena, MT. Their daughter, Karen, and her two
children have been living with them since June,
1991. The Walkers are pleased to find that they
are not too old to keep up with their grandchil
dren, Justin and Blair.
Secretaries: Jeanne Milanette Merlanti, 2128
Greenview Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103; Warren M.
Swager, Jr., 112 BielerLane, Sheridan, MT

59749.
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You almost didn’t get to hear from the
male half of your secretarial duo, as I (Roy)
collapsed at home on December 22. There fol
lowed seven days (including Christmas dinner)
in Lakewood Hospital and eight days in
University Hospitals. The results of many tests
showed nothing, so the conclusion through
elimination was that it must have been a diabet
ic coma. I returned home on January 6. My wife,
Pat, had earlier been rushed into surgery on
November 11 for an intestinal problem and
spent 11 days in the Cleveland Clinic. Yes, 1 do
believe we have topped Elizabeth II of England
for a horrid 1992, despite the Windsor Castle
fire and the problems of the royal marriages.
Bill Hendrickson writes that he and
Sally (Rhine) have moved from their home in
Ridgewood, NJ, to the Big Apple, a pad in what
is called Battery Park City, a new section of New
York’s lower Manhattan, built on a “landfill in
the Hudson River across from the World Trade
Center. A terrific neighborhood! And a fiveminute walk to my office. No more rushing to
the train each morning and evening. With a
three-month old grandson on E. 87th Street, it’s
a real pleasant change in our lifestyle.” Until the
Hendricksons build their “new and permanent
home, soon in Hillsborough, NC,” they can be

reached at 200 Rector PL, Apt. 23-K, New York,
NY 10280.
Don and Mina (Ramage ’53) Van Cleef
write from Long Island, NY, that they have been
back to the campus a couple of times in the last
year and enjoyed a great experience on the
College-sponsored windjammer cruise. The Van
Cleefs live at 530 Skippers Lane, P.O. Box 2054,
Orient, NY 11957.
The Rev. Jean Howard Morton writes
that she is no longer the part-time stated supply
minister of Canterbury Presbyterian Church in
rural Cornwall, NY, as the congregation is not
financially able to continue that position. In July,
Jean attended the meeting of the International
Association of Women Ministers and was
named vice president in charge of their program
next year in Stony Point, NY. Jean also enjoyed
visits on Cape Cod and at the Grand Hotel on
Mackinac Island, MI. She also sailed Lake
Charlevoix aboard a three-masted schooner.
Many ’51ers will be distressed to learn
that one of Wooster’s most gifted, brilliant, and
popular professors, E. Kingman Eberhart, died
on May 15,1992, at his retirement home in
Arizona. (See obituaries.) He was a great friend
to many of us. You can contact his wife, Lola, at
Freedom Plaza, Apt. 6637, 13373 Plaza del Rio
Blvd., Peoria, AZ 85381.
Ann Bishop Weiss writes from WinstonSalem, NC, that she spent a week white-water
canoeing on several North Carolina rivers. She
did this in a one person canoe! She noted that it
was thrilling but also added “was I ever tired.”
Ann spends most of her time working in a
department store and managing the rental units
that she owns, but she also finds time for playing
tennis and bridge.
Adelaide “Tert” Watson Revnyak was
recently in Mt. Vernon and stopped to see Ginny
Fravel Denison who had a heart attack last
September. Tert reported that she is doing well
now — keep it up, Ginny! Tert, who lives in
North Olmsted, has retired from her position as
director of guidance for the Bay Village Board of
Education. In addition to helping hospitalized
patients, she spends time keeping track of the 14
grandchildren she and her husband, Lou, share!
Speaking of grandchildren, Jane Tilford
Schuneman reports that she and her husband,
Noble, share 16! Jane still plays her violin, which
is good to hear. Recently, she and Noble bought
a small house in Tucson, so they will spend their
winters in Arizona. Other times you can find
them at 2977 Crooked Lake Lane, Nelson, MN
56355.
Curt and Mary Lou Petty Budd,
Cincinnati residents for a number of years, are
about ready to join the ranks of the retired. Curt
is an aviation consultant for Landrum & Brown;
Mary Lou is an elementary school media spe
cialist. With children living in Seattle, Atlanta,
and Chicago, guess what they will be doing after
retiring? Let’s hope they can make it to our next
reunion!

Secretaries: Roy W. Adams, 12500 Edgewater
Dr., #308, Lakewood, OH 44107; Priscilla Miller
Hart, 5051 Eliots Oak Rd., Columbia, MD 21044.
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Once again, Christmas greetings have
replenished my (Jay’s) larder of comestibles
(Read “Fodder for Column Writing!”). It’s great
to hear from new sources and see that people are
taking time to write long notes and rekindle
friendships.
One such letter was received from Nancy
Clemens Kimbrough, whom I had last seen in
1986 in Denver while visiting my sister, Lois
Wilson Scott ’43. Although Nancy still has a
Colorado address, she has been living in Ohio
since June, 1990, when she went home to care
for her mother. After the death of her mother in
June, 1992, Nancy decided to stay in the area to
care for two aunts, ages 96 and 98. She is active
in her hometown in Ohio but did enjoy
Christmas in Colorado where her family, includ
ing three granddaughters, live.
Bill ’48 and my (Jay’s) 10 family members
around the table on Christmas Eve was special
but surely paled beside the 24 (plus three pets)
that Nancy H erbst Sechrest expected.
Doubtless another large family gathering was
that of Peg and Bo Meeker’s, as they sent me a
summer reunion picture of 23, including chil
dren, spouses, and grandchildren!
Barb Cross Cam eron wrote of husband
Don’s retirement on September 1,1992, from
Chevron Overseas Petroleum. The Camerons
have moved from California to 172 Heathersett
Dr., Franklin, TN 37064. There, they are nearer
to their son and his wife in Hendersonville,
daughter and family in New York City, and
mothers in Maine and Florida. The Camerons
were looking forward to a large family
Christmas gathering also.
One letter which shared a real health con
cern was from my roommate, Betty Evans
A nderson. Last fall was traumatic for her and
Bob ’48, when emergency surgery for Bob
resulted in a blood infection which kept him in
the hospital for 13 weeks. They are hoping he
will recover enough to be able to play golf this
spring. Earlier, they took a Caribbean cruise and
made a trip to Maine, but this was sadly bal
anced by the death of Betty’s brother, Frederick
’45, from cancer.
We (the Georges) are also looking forward
to Bill’s return to the golf course after several
months struggle to get edema under control and
to learn the “care and feeding” of his recently
diagnosed diabetes.
Jim ’51 and I (Jean) met Joe and Sue
(Shera ’53) Retzler and Mary and Don Fisher at
AmeriFlora in Columbus last fall. Joe and Sue
continue to operate the family hardware store in
Wooster. Don has retired as a teacher and is now
selling real estate in the Columbus area. While at
the show, we had the pleasure of seeing and talk
ing with Jeanne Criswell Gish who was there
with friends.
Floyd C ham bers’ Christmas letter
revealed that he was made a Fellow in the
American Association of Pastoral Counselors in
1992. Congratulations and best wishes, Floyd, as
you continue your pastoral counseling, supply
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preaching, and service on presbytery
committees.
Bill and M arian Stewart Johnston keep
extremely busy. They worked for Habitat for
Humanity in Georgia again, explored the area
on weekends and attended Jimmy Carter’s
Sunday school classes. Their first Elderhostel
experience was in Costa Rica, where they spent
three weeks, absorbing the scenery and culture
and learning a little Spanish. Recently, they put
this new knowledge of Spanish to good use,
spending six weeks in Spain and Portugal.

Secretaries: Janice W ilson George, 45 Fareway
Dr., Northfield, MN 55057; Jean Dutch Webster,
7611 Eagle Creek Dr., Dayton, OH 45459.
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In August, C hristine G raber and her for
mer roommate, Claire Balfour, got together at
Christine’s new address: 2331 Burbank Rd.,
Wooster, OH 44691. Claire is a retired school
teacher living in San Diego, CA, and Christine is
retired from her job as secretary at the OARDC.
From Sioux Falls, SD, Alice and Bob
M abbs sent their usual range of thoughts and
quotes: always non-violent responses and need
ed global changes to offset the tragedies of war.
They tried to escape via a five-week camping
trip out West to enjoy great scenery, visiting
friends and family. They want us to write or
visit.
A Christmas letter from Bob and Evelynn
Cheadle Thom as included a short paragraph
about the activities of each of their children,
news of their travels and cruise, and church
work.
The monster this time was 10 pages from
Allen Valentine ’48. He reports on N orm an
Griggs, now off to Western Samoa on yet anoth
er assignment to teach the blind. Norm began
his teaching career while doing his graduate
work at Harvard U, and it has taken him to
Texas and Virginia, where he built his own cabin
in the woods with his wife. After her death in
1979, Norm went to Florida, then soon to Japan,
England, Brazil, and by 1989, to Australia,
always sought after as an “expert” teacher of the
blind. Now in Western Samoa, he is with the
Peace Corps for the next two years, looking for
more satisfying challenges in life, including yet
another language and culture to learn. “A m od
est house, no hot water, electricity frequently
available.”
Can any of our modest ’49ers top that?
Maybe Norm will bring some pictures to
our 45th.
Secretary: Lloyd Vandersall, 1448 S. Kohler Rd.,

Orrville, OH 44667.
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45th Reunion/June 3-6,1993
Many upbeat notes arrived at Christmas
and quite a few had promises to “see you at the
’93 reunion.” We plan to hold you all to it.
In November, a card from A1 Valentine
told of three weeks of bird-watching in
Argentina where spring was at its peak. We envy
him — two springtimes in one year!
Anna Lou Watts Shanor and Dick had
an enjoyable trip to the Northwest, camping in
many beautiful national parks. But the best
news is that they have reached the blessed state
of grandparenthood with the arrival of Richard
Carver Shanor, born to their son Rick and his
wife, Cheryl. Congratulations to all.
Thelm a Coleman Peterle and Tony are
also travelers. Cape Cod to Honolulu last year
and New Orleans to Nova Scotia scheduled for
this year. In January, Thelma was presented an
Honor Citizen of the Year award from the
Delaware Area Chamber of Commerce. Her long
list of community service incudes membership
and presidency on the Delaware Area Recovery
Resources Board, service with the Hospice at
Grady Memorial Hospital, the Delaware County
District Library, and the Cultural Arts Center.
Frank C ondit’s wife, Julie (Carson ’47),
writes that they had to miss her reunion, but
they hope to see us all in June.
All of Esther Stottle H arris’ family
joined her for Christmas, including (drum roll,
please) a new granddaughter and new grandson.
We were sorry to learn that Esther broke her
arm last summer and hope it healed in time to
cuddle those babies.
Speaking of grandchildren, Guy and Pat
(Williams ’51) Ewing must have had a lively
Christmas day with four grandsons under the
age of four in attendance.
Kay Deen Porter travels to Salt Lake City
to research family genealogical records. She and
her husband, Alex, are boating enthusiasts and
spend many days on their own boat exploring
the waters around Victoria and the coast of
British Columbia.
Mel Snyder McDonald reports that both
sons were married this year, and she and Mac
are happy with their new daughters-in-law. Mel,
a travel agent, made trips to each of the British
Isles last year. In England she particularly
enjoyed introducing daughter Gail to her pen
pal of 53 years.
A cheery letter from Cally Gieser tells us
that 1992 was quite a year for her and she is now
Mrs. A.L. Lundgren. She lives in Niles, MI, with
her new husband. Between them they have 11
children and in-laws, and she has four stepgrandchildren. She hopes all the change and
adapting keeps her young! Our warmest best
wishes, Cally.
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Eleanor LaTourette Wilhelm retired as
an instructional assistant for the Monroe
County Community School Corporation in June,
1992.

Secretaries: Malcolm & Jean Malkin Boggs,
2936 Rosalind Ave. S. W., Roanoke, VA 24014.
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One of the perks of being a class secretary
is writing spring notes on a soggy February day;
the notes from Christmas always cheer a newshungry correspondent.
First, Bob Ronsheim retired last
November 30 from his work as a museum spe
cialist for the U.S. Army. His wife, Pat
(Burneson) writes of typical retirement plans:
sorting old papers, travel, and an eventual move
from Dover, NJ.
Pat also reported seeing Jim and Liz
Jacobs Atkins at a Matisse retrospective in New
York City in January. The Atkins were homeward
bound to Milton, MA. Pat added: “It was fun to
see our classmates at the reunion. I particularly
like having Hassan Khajeh-Nouri speak ‘off the
cuff.’”
Liz included in her Christmas card a
February, 1944, copy of the “Westminster
Rowdy Record,” a dorm scandal sheet published
for just one year. Thank goodness. Among the
items: Ruth Swan Steffen “has taken a new job
at Isaly’s where she can chase sodas down wind
pipes and soldiers down the menu to the spe
cial.” Oh, such copy.
That leads us to Swannie’s current news.
Last year she was named one of the 13 outstand
ing women of Stevens Point during the last cen
tury and also received a U of Wisconsin Faculty
Service Award. Those days at Isaly’s only
warmed her up for the super-busy life she leads
now. University, church, and genealogical soci
eties are only three of her many interests. An
equally active, close-knit family also claims
Ruth’s and Dick’s time and loyalty.
Dick and Linda Wells Ellsworth should,
by now, be in their new home on Buckeye Lake.
Their address is 533 Lake Shore Dr., W., Hebron,
OH 43025.
Barb Eicher Thomas always sends a pic
ture of her attractive grandchildren at
Christmas. They’re the center of Barb’s and Bill’s
lives, understandably. Barb is also involved in
HUG, a grandparents’ program for children with
special needs.
Ron and Dede Bender Seaton are very
much at home by now in Hinton, WV, where
Ron was the only surgeon in the county until Dr.
Cy Satow ’49 and his wife, Yvonne, joined them
in January. Dede confesses that the acute pan
creatitis Ron endured while at our class reunion
“made us aware of how vulnerable we are, and
we’re grateful for every day of excellent health
we both enjoy.”
Ev (’48) and Martha (Stoll ’49) Ballard
have a never-ending stream of visitors at their
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Sanibel Island, FL, home. Among those in 1992
were Dave and Viv Douglas Smith, Anne
Austin Murphy, and Myra Vandersall
Siegenthaler.
Virg and Marilyn Cordray Lilley took a
dream trip to Europe last year. Corky’s report of
it was delightful. She even admitted she “played
the slots at Monte Carlo and won!”
Another retiree: Helen Willier Disser’s
husband, Bill, will retire on September 30 after
25 years with Lockheed. He’s now setting up his
own consulting business. He and Helen continue
to spend a lot of air time in their Bonanza.
Mary Lewis, still living in Akron, contin
ues to look for a house in Bellaire for her m oth
er, Rosie, and herself.
Two “it can’t be true but it is” thoughts:
Do you realize we are all old enough to be the
parents of the President of the United States?
And: At last count, among the 58 men and 140
women in our class, 82 are retired or emeritus.
Add to that our retired spouses (mine hung up
his DVM shingle in January) and wow! We may
not have White House power, but we surely can
boast of White Head pizazz.

Secretaries: Cornelia Lybarger Neuswanger,
32141 S. Railway, Wray, CO 80758; Dale
Blocher, 356 Valley Forge Rd., West Palm Beach,
FL 33405.
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Classmates, please send news!

Secretary: Joanne Bender Regenhardt, 2289
Via Munera, La Jolla, CA 92037.
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Our class president, Jean Ann Pierce
Gow, traveled in Greece last summer by land
and sea. She and our 50th reunion committee
are getting in gear, and you will be hearing from
them soon.
The holiday season found Norm and me
(Virginia) eagerly awaiting the mailman’s visit.
We were not disappointed as classmates sent
greetings. There is always room for more, how
ever.
Ernie and Emily Kuhles Infield enclosed
a lovely picture of daughter Linda’s June wed
ding. Esther Swinney Frederick sent a card that
had a sketch of the gazebo in Chagrin Falls that
you might recognize from the movie The
Happening. Esther went to the local alumni lun
cheon meeting, where she saw A1 Kean among
the guests. Curt and Jeanne Haffa McKown
have become constant packers and unpackers.
In Hilton Head, they watched a granddaughter
play tournament tennis. One of the competing

schools was Wooster, and they were impressed
with the sportsmanship of the Wooster team.
The McKowns were in Alexandria Bay,
Montreal, and Toronto for baseball games and
spent a fabulous week at a time-share in Beaver
Creek, CO. The highlight of their year was a trip
to California which brought together Curt and
his three brothers for the first time in many
years. The McKowns also had a chance to lunch
with John (’43) and Jan Reid Meloy in Toledo.
We were honored that Peg Miller Simon
sent us a card with a beautiful photograph of the
Simon homestead built in 1872 for Jesse and
Becky Simon, ancestors of Peg’s husband, Ralph.
There are five grandchildren now to celebrate
Christmas in the old homestead.
Ed (’48) and Sally Lantz Gorcyca are
thoroughly enjoying retirement. As
Elderhostelers they have been to Ventura, CA,
Anchorage, AK, and the Big Bend area of Texas
this past year. They also visit their four children
every year, so they get around the country.
A note from Jeanne Roberts Flegel in
Ithaca, MI, says that she and Nyal are alive and
well.
From Bill Brooks, husband of our
deceased classmate, Betty (Marr), came a note
that was especially appreciated. He and daugh
ter, Cary, planned to spend Christmas in Akron
and hoped the change of scenery would make
the holiday more bearable.
Harry and Nancy Helm Hueston have
had a good and healthy year. They traveled
through nine states from Virginia to
Connecticut, visiting sisters and brothers. Two
of their sons moved from their southwestern
homes to new ones in New Jersey and Arkansas,
so now the Huestons have two new states to
visit.
Sally Sargent Bleichrodt enjoys her work
in the after-school program at the Akron Y. She
keeps busy going to grandchildren’s concerts as
many of us do.
Amy Robertson Clugston says she turns
to the class notes first when Wooster arrives. Do
you? For Amy, retirement just keeps getting bet
ter and better. She went on a two-week
Elderhostel bicycle trip in the Netherlands —
sounds wonderful. The group had their fill of
Dutch chocolate and delicious pastries. Amy
also attended an Elderhostel in Brisbee, AZ, a
small mining town, and another in the Cascades
of Oregon.
Our sympathy to Jeanne Swan Garnett
on the death of her father, Alfred Swan ’17, in
October. (His obituary appeared in the Winter
issue.) Jeanne and her husband, Gordon, are still
working on their summer home in Maine, and
in August they were in the Netherlands and
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England with the American Dahlia Society, see
ing flower shows and gardens. During their last
week in England, they enjoyed the Yorkshire
Dales— Herriot country.
Your secretary is slowly getting back on
her feet, literally, after a total knee replacement.
Some side effects are making recovery a little
slow, but each day gets better.
Secretary: Virginia Kroehle Wengatz, 7450

West 130th St., Cleveland, OH 44130.
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Fifty years ago we were beginning the sec
ond year of W.W. II and FDR’s 10th in office.
There were some hopeful signs but it was clear
that the war was not going to be resolved soon.
Monty and his Eighth Army were pushing
Rommel back from Egypt to Tunisia. The
Russians had effectively stopped Hitler’s armies
on their home turf, and our planes were pound
ing German cities. In the Pacific the names of
New Guinea, the Solomons, and Tarawa were
popping up in the news. On the home front the
Big Bands were being decimated by the draft
and the musicians’ strike. At the top of the “Hit
Parade” was Elmer Stratton’s favorite, “I’ve
Heard That Song Before,” but new records were
featuring vocal backing instead of the familiar
Big Band sounds. The year 1943 also brought
the introduction of the zoot suit, and at Wooster
Jim Park and Betty Proctor were building their
reputations as the best dancers in our class by
whirling at dizzying speed to upbeat numbers.
In my mind’s eye I can still see them at one for
mal dance where Jim’s tails were sticking out
straight behind him. The war was increasingly
present on the campus, however. The January 22
issue of the Voice announced the arrival of 250
navy trainees along with the news that they
would be taking over Kenarden. And in keeping
with the times, the title of Eleanor Homan’s
exceedingly well-done social column changed
from “What’s Cookin’” to “At Ease.” Social
events continued despite the changing environ
ment. Remember those formal dinners at
Reinings? All the chicken you could eat and so
tender it practically fell off the bones. And there
were plenty of dances at the Student Union,
open houses with treasure hunts, dancing, and
refreshments, and theater parties. Most of us
knew it was probably the last semester for drafteligible men who hadn’t yet entered the service,
and we all wanted to make the most of it.
At the time this column was being written
George Mulder was back from Holland.
Sometimes it’s hard to tell whether he is passing
through Holland or passing through the United
States. He reminisced about when he and Betty
Steiner were going steady in May of 1943, and
he went to war. And how the Board of Trustees
awarded him a degree in absentia, and so he and
Betty both immediately became life members of
the Alumni Association.
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George and his wife, Marcia, whom we
met at our 40th, both hope to be with us next
year for our 50th. We’ll look forward to seeing
you both then.
While ferrying a station wagon to one of
their children out West in the latter part of 1992,
Bill and Pat (Workman ’46) Foxx stopped to see
Bob and Dot Rumbold Kendall for lunch in
Indiana. Bill has also been in touch with T.J.
Ferris, now retired in Texas.
Male Call produced news of Paul
Churton. He’s now living in Daytona, FL, with
his wife, Martha, whom he met while at Ohio
State U. They have two sons and three grand
children. According to Paul, they currently
spend their time on yard work, church work,
golf, and volunteer work at the Library for the
Blind. The latter institution is the largest of its
kind in the country and serves some 32,000 (!)
people, recording and mailing book requests.
The Churtons see Wooster people from time to
time, notably Carl ’41 and Betty Olnhausen
Cummings ’40 and Janet Henderson Dawson
’40. Paul also reports a trip to Alaska last year
plus the fact that his hair is still curly but not the
same color. You can blame it on the Alaskan
temperatures, Paul. He has many fond memo
ries of Wooster, made our 40th reunion, and we
are counting on him for our 50th as well. And
that goes for all of you ’44ers who read this col
umn. If you haven’t already done so, block out
June 2-5,1994, on your calendars and, as we
used to say: Be There!
Inadvertently, my (Helen’s) Winter issue
column was lost in the mail. Sorry for the delay.
Betty Platt “Pinky” Corliss is in demand
these days. In the Summer issue of Wooster, the
class of 1943 claims her, but Betty tells me that
she really did graduate with our class.
When I wrote about Pinky and her hus
band, Ray, making bells from conduit pipes, I
had an inquiry about how to make them from
Rosemary Robbins Clark ’52, sister of Alice
Robbins McVetty-Vars. Pinky’s son, George,
and Alice’s daughter, Patricia McVetty Stelter,
were both in the Class o f’69. Wooster does
reach out. Last year, Alice spent eight days
studying the third exhibit of the Egyptian trilo
gy at the Cleveland Museum of Art.
Sympathy of the class is extended to
Eleanor McElheny Pope whose husband, Jim
’43, passed away on November 10, 1992. His
obituary appeared in the Winter ’93 issue.
A telephone call to Ruth Kress
Heineman brought quite a bit of news. While
she and her husband, Jack, were house-sitting in
Beverly Hills, CA, they had a chance to spend
time with Hank and Jinny Clark Miller, who
had recently returned from a tour to Russia.
Ruth spoke with Dutch Alsberg Scribner, who
talked about grandchildren. Ruth told me that
13 friends restarted a round-robin letter at the
25th reunion, and it is still going. They are
encouraging each other to come back for the big
reunion. Among those still participating are
Carroll Reed Vickers, Phid Van Duzer Burger,
Betty Proctor Lawther, Virginia Ellyson
Leonard, Marge Rydstrom Leonard, and Pat
Blocher Herpel.

Ruth and Jack still live in New York and
are fortunate to have daughter Debbie and her
two children living nearby, as well as son
Matthew who produces audio-visual films. In
California, they spend time with son Stephen,
who is a policeman in Santa Monica and works
with the homeless. The Heinemans have five
grandchildren. That will keep them young!
In September, I was back in Wooster and
had a delightful visit with Howard Strauch,
director of development, and our class liaison
for the reunion. He reported that the class o f’42
liked staying in Babcock Hall since it was close
to everything and cozy. A few years ago the 50year class stayed in beautiful new Luce Hall and
complained it was too far from the campus for
easy access. I hope a lot of you are planning to
return in June, 1994, and will stay together in
Babcock if that is possible.
While in Wooster I had lunch with
Marilynn Eccles August, Robbie Robinson
Ditch, Rachel Shobert Taylor, and Ev Baker
Seal. The Bingamans also spent another day in
Canton with the Seals, who keep in close touch
with Charles and Marian Floyd Francis and
Dick and Virginia Wise Reash. The Reashes
have sold their home of more than 40 years and
are getting ready to move to a new condo.
Now, for more up-to-date news. Our sym
pathy goes to Don Coates at this time. Jeanne
Grandison Coates lost a tough fight on January
25, 1993. Margaret Gibbons Fish, her lifelong
friend, was in Endicott, NY, with them the last
three days.
A welcome note came from Jeanette
Sprecher Walter, who lives in Lebanon, PA.
Each time she writes (Note: she writes!), she
claims there is nothing newsworthy in her life. I
don’t agree. Her physical activities have been
restricted, but she is serving another term as
deacon in her church. She spent time at Cape
May Point with friends, and she hopes to do
more traveling in 1993.
A newspaper article about Hank (’42) and
Enid Robinson Totten called them the ener
gized Tottens who keep going and going. They
have both been honored many times for their
volunteer work in Marble Falls, TX. Enid serves
on the board of the M.R. program. She helped
organize the Red Cross Swimming program and
taught classes for 10 years. She particularly
enjoys working as a nurse’s aide at the primary
school. Besides bandages, the school nurse says,
Enid is great with hugs and TLC.
AI Linnell is moving around these days.
By the time this is published he and Ann should
be married and living at 5323 NE 42nd St.,
Seattle, WA 98115. Al will be a visiting scholar at
the U of Washington. We surely wish them well.
A nice letter from Kenny Compton
Chase tells of a marvelous trip to Haiti, where
her husband, Sherret, assessed the viability of an
independent agricultural program near Les
Cayes in southern Haiti for funding by the U.S.
AID. They returned after three weeks to a
reunion of 15 family members.
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A year ago, I wrote about the publication
of Jean Stafford Klotzbach’s poems. One of
them, “What’s Happened to the Good Old
Days?” sounds like a good poem to hear at our
reunion. It appeared in The Poet’s Domain. Jean
wrote that George Mulder called from Iceland,
and she met him at the Baltimore airport. Her
family enjoyed his smile, charm, and stories.
Jean’s daughter, Kay, recently presented her work
at a distinguished artists’ exhibit in Baltimore.
Jean shared a cartoon with me: “Old age is when
you lose what you want to keep, and keep what
you want to lose!”
Reading about ’42’s 50th reunion gave me
some good ideas for our reunion. If you have a
project that you would like to work on, please
contact our class presidents: Kenny Compton
Chase or John Smeltz. Kenny mentions that you
will receive a questionnaire shortly. Please fill it
out so we can have a good history of the class.

Secretaries: Helen Hibbs Bingaman, 8346 E.
Deer Circle, Mesa, AZ 85208; Russell Haley, 8
Orchard Dr., Durham, NH 03824.
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Jiny Lewis Bradley reports that in
January Nornie Dunlap Gross visited her son
in Oregon and also spent a night with Anne
Freeman Conkle in Seattle, WA. Jiny had hoped
to join them, but she was visiting her sons at
that time.
Sympathy of the class is extended to Ruth
Twitchell Catalano, whose husband, Cosmo,
died on February 2,1993. Classmates may write
to her at 4097 W. 229th St., Fairview Park, OH
44126.
This issue brings news from those who
sent me (Ida) notes on their Christmas cards.
Gwen Polen Barrick played a lot of golf
last summer and went on a three-day tour of
Toronto, Canada. Her oldest grandson, who
graduates from high school this spring, is head
ing for Bowling Green State U.
Betty Vandersall Hanks says her son just
moved to Columbus where Betty and one of her
daughters live. After 20 years, she finally has two
children living nearby.
Fannie Tekushan Filkins reports that
two new grandsons were born in 1991.
Between them, Jim (’41) and Jean
“Scotty” Coleman Gero Bender now have 16
grandchildren. Scotty reports that her son, who
is an animal trainer, is working on two movies:
Hocus Pocus and Sandlot. He was in charge of
the penguins used in Batman and a dog in
Empty Nest. He is also the son of the late Bud
Gero ’41.
In October, Betty Harper LeVan visited
Jill Walker Thomas, who lives in Euclid.
Hu (’39) and Phoebe Houser Hunt trav
eled a lot in 1992. Of special note, they sailed
through the Panama Canal, then to Mexico,
Costa Rica, Colombia, Jamaica, the Bahamas,
and finally to Ft. Lauderdale on one of the Love
Boats.

NOTES

Tom Schmied and Lois Wilson Scott had
a great trip to the ABQ Balloon Festival. The fes
tival included over 600 balloons, many flying 50
to 100 feet directly above them.
Mac (’42) and Tillie Walker MacDonald
went to Mac’s 50th reunion last June and saw a
number of other ’43 classmates there. We trust
they’ll all join us at ours this June. It promises to
be a great reunion. I certainly plan to be there.
See you all in June!

Secretary: Ida Snodgrass Arthurton, 4737
Trina Ave., Del City, OK 73115.
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Your women’s secretary doesn’t have
much news this time. What’s happenin’ out
there?
Thanks to Mary Lou Chalfant who wrote
that she saw Marjorie Owen at Christmas time.
Marjorie was not at our 50th reunion because
her brother died at that time.
Mary Lou also reported that Mary
Margaret Bell Cadwell died on January 20,
1993. (See obituaries.)
During the 1991-92 academic year,
Dorothy Robins Mowry, a retired foreign serv
ice officer, was one of the distinguished speakers
of the Phi Beta Kappa Associates Lectureship
program. She spoke at the Sarasota-Manatee .
association, the U of North Carolina,
Greensboro, and the U of Kentucky.
Congratulations to John Boyd, who
received the Hugh A. Cooper Award from the
Presbyterian Healthcare Foundation. John, a
retired orthopedic surgeon, lives in
Albuquerque, NM.
My (Pete’s) class brothers and sisters are
apparently exhausted by an overload of nostal
gia collected during our June reunion, as I have
received only one brief letter from a classmate.
Dick Garton wrote that he and his wife, Janet
(Jensen ’48), visited England recently. Dick also
included a review article from the London
Sunday Times entitled “The Jesus Debate.” The
article provided capsule insights into two newly
published books about Jesus.
Last August, in Montpelier, VT, Marilynn
(Johnston ’41) and I (Pete) came as close as we
have ever come to a miraculous event. We were
enjoying a mini-reunion at the home of Betty
Dodds ’41. Jim Wise ’41 joined us on a first-ever
trip to New England. We were a quartet of old
friends picking at the loose ends of memories —
old Gum Shoe Hops and bits of conversations
recalled from our recent 50th reunion.
Casually, Betty asked Jim if he recalled
having once asked her to write a lyric to music
he had running through his head. Honest Jim
confessed that he had no such recollection.
Then, Betty began to recite the poem she had
written 52 years ago to a waltz that was dancing
in Jim’s mind back in 1941:
“I’ll give you a lilac for love/ITl pluck
down this blossom above/To be the first

token/Of words I’ve not spoken/And carry a
message of love.
“All nature is telling today/The things I’m
not able to say/The whisper of pine trees/The
smell of the night breeze/And lilacs, I give you
for love.”
About two lines into these lyrics, Jim’s
eyes began to sparkle, his lips to move. By the
time Betty was saying “first token,” Jim was
humming an accompaniment. (Jim’s voice is not
unlike an unpredictable tenor sax.) The duet
was fully engaged by the second verse. At the
close, Jim exclaimed: “Good Lord, the words
brought it all back. I haven’t thought about that
music since I left Wooster.” If we had not wit
nessed a miracle, we had definitely experienced
a miraculous moment. A song was reborn; the
team of Dodds and Wise reunited.
The next morning, downtown at a gather
ing place for seniors, we gathered around a
piano. Betty spoke/sang the lyrics in a sort of
Rex Harrison My Fair Lady style. Jim made the
keys waltz in his inimitable manner. And the
Grubers enjoyed a more formal reprise of the
previous evening’s wondrous moment. That
moment of remembrance can not be repeated,
but the senior citizen center’s performance
could be recaptured. The lovely love song “Lilacs
I Give You for Love” deserves a larger audience.
Should not the Class o f’41 cajole, nay, demand
that the Dodds and Wise team sing and play for
the ’96 reunion? If they consent, I’ll exercise my
right as the husband of Marilynn to be present.
Secretaries: Helen Dayton Cross, P.O. Box 256,

Inlet, NY 13360 (May-Sept.); 339 S. Main St.,
Concord, NH 03301 (Oct.-April); C. Paul
Gruber, 68 Kendall Ave., Binghamton, NY
13903.
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Jack Sharkey, a retired research chemist
known for his extensive studies of coal, received
the 1992 Pittsburgh Award from the American
Chemical Society. From 1978-1985, Jack was
deputy director of the Pittsburgh Energy
Technology Center, the largest fossil energy
research center operated by the federal govern
ment. Along with his government career, Jack
also maintained an active research and teaching
role on the faculty of the U of Pittsburgh.
Currently, he is research professor in the geology
and planetary science department and a mem
ber of the research faculty of the Surface Science
Center. He is an active member of the Bower Hill
Community Church and enjoys playing golf and
tennis. Jack and his wife, Mary “Tooie,” have two
sons and five grandchildren.
See the ’42 column for news about Betty
Dodds and Jim Wise.
After retiring, Robert and Doris Bennett
Haring became tutors for the Project Learn pro
gram, and they enjoy teaching adults to read.
Bob received his M.Div. from Union Seminary.
He lived at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and
had a small church and worked with the military
during the war years. Later, the Harings moved
to Cleveland to help build a new church, Trinity
Presbyterian Church, remaining there for 35
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years until Bob’s retirement in 1984 as pastor
emeritus. Doris did long-term substitute teach
ing in junior and senior high schools. The
Harings were married in September, 1943, so
they will celebrate their 50th wedding anniver
sary this year.
Billie Rhoads Parke and her husband,
Bill, are also celebrating their 50th by taking a
bus tour of many national parks in the U.S. and
Canada. The Parkes live in Swannanoa, NC, in
the Blue Ridge Mountains.
In November, Janet Roby Kerr spent sev
eral weeks at Walter Reed Hospital, following
spinal surgery. Although progress has been slow
and painful, Jan says that she is becoming more
mobile and comfortable. “I’m planning to be
ready for boating in the spring!” The Kerrs are
also celebrating their 50th anniversary.
Carl and Eleanor Scherbarth Frechtling
were not able to attend our 1991 reunion, but
they returned their alumni questionnaires. They
now live in Blue Bell, PA, in a continuing care
community, where they enjoy their apartment
and the many opportunities to make new
friends. Eleanor was a member of the founding
committee and executive board of the Family
Development Day Care Center of Plainfield, NJ,
and served on the executive board of Wilson
Memorial Church in Watchung, NJ. Carl was
chairman of the Boy Scout troop committee.
For the last 20 years, Carol Wilcox
Blandford has had the title of “Mrs. Stroke
Support.” In 1970, Carol’s husband, Freeman,
suffered a massive stroke and was not expected
to survive. Now, over 20 years later, he is still liv
ing a courageous and meaningful life. In 1973,
the Blandfords were instrumental in founding
the Central Florida Stroke Club to support and
give encouragement to other stroke victims.
Thank you for sharing the information with
us, Carol.
Abner Eldredge graduated from
Michigan State U and later worked as a copy
writer for Western Publishing Company, writing
promotional materials for General Motors, Ford,
and Chrysler. Ab and his wife, Ruth, now spend
the winter months in their condo in Oceanside,
CA, and the summer months at their cottage on
Crystal Lake in Frankfort, Ml. They enjoy golf
ing year-round and visit national parks while
driving between their homes. Ab also volunteers
at Tri-City Hospital in Oceanside.

Secretaries: Christena Bryson Kern, 8475
Metropolitan Blvd., Olmsted Falls, OH 44138;
Sherwood Willard, 2400 Trotter Dr., Allison
Park, PA 15101.
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Frank and I (Nancy) would like to hear
from classmates, so please keep us on your list
and drop us a post card.
Bert and Peggy Mull Bond spend their
lives between Wooster and Fort Myers, FL. It’s
fun being where it is warm in the winter. In Fort
Myers they see Byron (’36) and Lucy Ormond
Johnson. The four of them had dinner with Jim
Wise ’41 not long ago.
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Marion Plank was planning to visit
Peggy in Wooster in mid-February before Peggy
returns to Florida— a fun visit.
Beatrice Browne Wylie moved back to
Wooster. Her address is 1598 Cleveland Ave.,
Wooster, OH 44691.
Betsy Howard Mathis is now living at
West View Manor in Wooster. We all say hello.
Elleanor Reinhardt Finefrock is still
working full-time at Baldwin-Wallace College,
where she is coordinator for special projects. She
loves working with international students and
prospective students and their families. We
extend to Elleanor and her extended Finefrock
family our condolences on their hard year.
Doug (’39) and Ruth Nusbaum Forman
celebrated Doug’s 75th birthday with a dinner
for family and friends. Doug’s friend, whom he
had not seen since high school days in India,
came and brought many old pictures. It was a
great night of memories. Doug’s family gave him
a trash can on wheels—just what we all need!
The Formans’ daughter, Cathy, is plan
ning a trip to Central America to study the rain
forests. Ruth and Doug have plans to go to Italy
in April. They attended the Wooster cocktail
party in early February at the Grand Hotel in
Washington, DC. Dr. Copeland’s talk was very
enthusiastic. We were sorry to hear that Ruth’s
brother, Bill, died on December 9,1992, in
St. Louis, MO.
Anne Holden Gould and her late hus
band, Arch ’25, had planned to have a small
retreat house in his home town of Clarksville,
AR. This dream is finally coming true and Anne
sent furnishings for the house in February. She
is planning to go to North Carolina and take a
short course at Duke U and then visit
Washington, DC, or Delaware. Ruth Forman
and I (Nancy) hope to meet her for a little
reunion. If all goes well, Anne may go to Italy for
a short visit.
Kitty Olthouse Davis is feeling better
and looking forward to spring. We send our
best.
Peg Maul Wagstaff is back in the swing
of a busy life. She and her sister spent Christmas
with her niece in Atlanta, GA. Peg plans to
attend the Alumni College again this summer.
I (Nancy) am enjoying good health and
am still working four days a week at Winterthur
Museum and Gardens. If any of you come to
Wilmington, DE, please stop or call me. Have a
good 1993. Our reunion is only two years away,
so plan to meet in Wooster for our 55th.
In January, we heard from Earle Fatkin,
reporting on the Fatkins’ 50th wedding anniver
sary which was held in Castro Valley, CA, earlier
that month. The family, three married sons and
one daughter plus three granddaughters, were
on hand to serve the numerous guests.
Congratulations to Earle and Annabel.
In late January, J.C. Wynn ’41, the hus
band of Rachel Linnell Wynn, suffered cardiac
arrest and was hospitalized for the installation of
a computerized defibrillator. At this writing he is
doing well.
Because of another stretch in the hospital
during January, your men’s secretary was not
able to solicit news from classmates and, as you

know, no one volunteers. You could help to
change that!

Secretaries: Frank Thatcher, 717 Maiden Choice
Lane, Apt. 622, Baltimore, MD 21228; Nancy
Ostrye Miner, 509 Smithbridge Rd.,
Wilmington, DE 19807.
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A very fine New Year to the Class o f’39!
Please make a resolution to send news! Don and
I (Barb) will be'happy to hear from you.
Jane Neel Bretschneider writes from
Florida with news of her volunteer work in the
Alzheimer’s care givers’ support group at her
church. On the lighter side, she hopes to take a
Panama Canal trip. Jane’s December was full of
short trips during which she enjoyed music,
drama, and good friends.
Joe Charvat must wonder what happened
to the letter he sent me in May, 1992. It arrived
too late for the summer column and was mis
filed. It was just recently rediscovered. I (Don)
apologize for my carelessness, Joe.
Joe and his wife, Thelma, celebrated his
75th birthday on April 14,1992, at the Wooster
alumni meeting in Vero Beach, FL. Carl and Bea
Longyear Ward ’38s made the arrangements for
the luncheon meeting. Clarence Rickey was
also present. He and Joe live in a retirement area
close to the L.A. Dodgers’ spring training
grounds. The Charvats spend about half a year
in Vero Beach and the other in Dillonvale. They
planned to take a Lions Club summer trip to the
western Caribbean, spend four days in New
Orleans, 10 days in Germany, and a few days in
Prague before returning to Florida.
Hilda and Jim McCreight have moved to
a condominium apartment complex associated
with Presbyterian senior care in Washington,
PA. He says: “I think we’ll like it, once we get
over the shock of shrinking down from house to
apartment.”
Sid Menk’s Christmas note told of his and
Lucy’s active lives. He congratulated us (the
Mills) on the celebration of our 50th wedding
anniversary in 1992. He and his wife, Lucy, cele
brated their 23rd, and he has promised her a trip
around the world for their 50th celebration and
will foot the bill for class members and their
spouses who want to accompany them. He feels
pretty safe about making that promise, but you
can’t be sure anymore. Here at Copeland Oaks, a
couple celebrated both their 100th birthdays and
their 78th wedding anniversary in 1992.
Ernie Bigelow’s Christmas letter
describes his and Rachel’s retirement home in
Monroe. It sounds like ours in Sebring. Such
places are very accommodating to seniors.
Ernie’s former parish, Westminster Church in
Cincinnati, honored him with the title pastor
emeritus.
Earl Relph’s letter tells of family travels
and accomplishments. He and his wife, Ruth
(Lyle ’37), live active and interesting lives. The
Mills are looking forward to a visit with them
next spring. Bring the golf clubs, Earl.

—
Jim and Ruth (Thompson ’37) Evans lead
a fast-paced life. Last January, they took a 10day cruise down the Mexican coast, spent
February in a condo in Newport Beach, spent
spring in the East and the summer in Snowmass
Village in Aspen, CO. In September, they
returned to Kansas City, MO, to make travel
plans for 1993.

Secretaries: D onald H. Mills, 800 S. 15th St.,
#1-813, Sebring, OH 44672; B arbara Morse
Leonard, 167626th St., Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44223.
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Last August, Fred Tooker and his wife,
Janet, sold their home and moved to Butterfield
Trail Village, 1923 E. Joyce St., Apt. 220,
Fayetteville, AR 72703. They are adjusting to
smaller quarters and appreciate the advantages:
less cooking, no yard work, being in a commu
nity of friendly, interesting people. Another big
event for the Tookers in 1992 was attending the
Ruling American School reunion in Virginia.
There, Fred saw a number of people who had
attended the school in Ruling, Kiangsi, China,
including his cousin, Edith Fitch Swapp ’39. The
Tookers also visited Janet’s relatives in Newport
News. Janet has been included in Who’s Who in
America and is also in Who’s Who of American
Women for the second time.
The second semester of last year, Ralph
Carl took a trip around the world with the
semester at sea program on the S.S. Universe,
sponsored by the U of Pittsburgh. During the
voyage, he met another Woosterite, Cynthia
Gould Dunn ’49. It was a marvelous voyage, and
Ralph is tempted to join the program again next
fall for a different trip. In January, he went with
his sister on a two-week Caribbean cruise on the
same ship.
I (Louise) look forward to seeing many of
you at our 55th reunion. Since we will be elect
ing new class secretaries at that time, I want to
thank all who helped make my job during the
last five years a pleasant one and for giving me
the opportunity to serve. I hope all class mem
bers will support the new secretaries by sending
news for the column.

Secretaries: Louise H arris Southard, 4143
Hilldale, Memphis, TN 38117; Ralph F. Carl, 108
S. Arlington St., Greencastle, IN 46135.
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As we write this, we are two weeks into
the presidency of William Jefferson Clinton. The
responsibility for the welfare of our nation has
passed from our generation to that of our chil
dren. To mark the passing of the torch, we cele
brated on the evening before the inauguration
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and then telephoned our son, John ’68, and
daughter, Margaret ’71, to congratulate them on
being members of the generation-in-power.
They are truly members of the sandwich genera
tion: both have six-year-old sons, and they share
elderly parents— us.
When we mailed our 1991 edition of our
class directory, we felt we had brought to a con
clusion our duties as caretakers of the class cen
sus. Of the 324 individuals who had, at one time,
been members of our class during 1933-37, we
located all but eight.
Now, as class secretaries, we are again
checking on our class members. We have sent
notes to all inactives, those who have informed
the Alumni Office that they do not want to
receive mail from the College. We are delighted
to have received the following responses.
From Ed Matthews: “Your perseverance
in writing has finally enlisted a reply. I am 12
years retired, healthy, and spend six hours week
days watching CNBC to make a buck in the
market.”
Alice H ausm an Fueg and husband John
are anticipating the celebration of their 53rd
wedding anniversary in April. Their two sons
and families live nearby.
M ary Engle Ehrich continues her hospi
tal volunteer work as a Pink Lady, and she exer
cises three mornings a week at the senior center.
Her husband, Bill, died in April, 1992, of cancer.
Melissa Biddle-Harvey reports “no com
plaints as yet.” She travels occasionally with her
sister to Columbus for overnight shopping trips.
Melissa has been a widow for nine years.
The above four people were with us dur
ing our freshman year. Why not send them a
note, letting them know that your secretaries are
not the only ones who remember them?
In spite of numerous telephone calls and
notes, we have been unsuccessful in locating
Emerson Peckham. Any suggestions?
A recent note from the Alumni Office
informed us of the death of John Kinsey, date
unknown. After several unsuccessful attempts to
reach his widow, we called Ralph Immel, asking
for help. He knew just what to do. He contacted
The Daily Breeze, a Copley newspaper, and we
received information that John died November
22,1990, in Torrance, CA. See obituaries for fur
ther information.
Ralph, you may remember, made the dif
ficult choice of going to England to visit his
granddaughter instead of attending our 55th. He
returned from that delightful trip to spend the
summer getting used to a new knee joint. We
hope he will make it to our 60th.
We wrote to Violet South Tolly, con
cerned about her safety during the “great storm”
of September, 1992, and were relieved to hear
that her only loss was a lot of shingles from her
garage roof.
Ruth Lyle Relph wrote that she plans to
be in Ohio in June for her 60th high school
reunion in Minerva. At our 55th reunion, Ruth
and her husband, Earl ’39, were elected to carry
the “Class of 1937” green and white banner in

the parade. Before the banner was unfurled,
Mim Siegfried McDonald snapped a picture
with Ruth holding up the front end of the ban
ner with the first two letters not yet revealed.
Can you visualize it? We will probably meet the
Relphs during Alumni Week 1993 just to enjoy a
chuckle over that snapshot.
George Peters sent regrets for having
missed our 55th, but he assures us he is saving
himself for our 75th. He may have to carry the
class banner alone.
Its always a pleasure to hear from M artha
Reis Gee in England. She and her husband,
Noel, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
last June in Germany with their daughter, Patsy,
and her family. For three weeks last fall, they
were in the U.S., visiting family in Rhode Island,
Ohio, and Missouri. We finally have the Gees’
correct address: 4 Rushmead; Ham, Richmond;
Surrey TW10 7NW; England. Martha is a great
correspondent, and she uses great stamps.
Helen H artzler writes that she is still
“going strong, but with a small ‘s’.” Following
back surgery, she downscaled her collection of
cymbidiums from around 300 to 35. Last sum
mer, she and her housemate spent six weeks in
Norway, exploring the country from the south
ernmost to the northernmost tip.
Paul Dilley is enthusiastic, as usual,
about his great summers at Chautauqua. Back in
Florida for the winter, he keeps busy with tennis,
serving on his condo board, volunteer jobs, and
occasional labor work in a small grove.
Bernice Reid McClester continues to
charge full speed ahead through her busy life.
She and Bob had a successful and enjoyable
work crusade in Hungary in October. It was the
first program of its kind to be permitted in postcommunist Hungary. In the midst of Christmas
preparations, Bee took on the challenge of col
lecting 186 caps during a two-week period for
boys at a mission school in Honduras. If all goes
well, the McClesters will have returned from a
work crusade in Japan by the time you read this.
In her spare time, Bee is involved in genealogy.
A report involving some of her research
appeared in the January 11,1993, Canton
Repository, sent to us by Jo M iller Budde.
October 13,1993, is the date designated
for a luncheon-reunion at Atwood Lodge in
southeastern Ohio, usually attended by the
McClesters, the Buddes, Ralph and M argaret
Beck Renner, Lee and Bob Andrews, Jeanne
Lyle Kate ’38, Doris Albu (Emil’s widow), Lois
Cook Barton, and the Van Bolts. If you would
like to join us, let us know. Lois and her twin sis
ter, Louise, celebrated their 80th birthdays last
September.
The year of 1992 was one of recognition
for M erton Sealts. His latest work, Emerson on
the Scholar, was published by the University of
Missouri Press. The Modern Language
Association awarded him the 1992 Jay B.
Hubbell Medal for achievement in American lit
erature, and the scholarly journal ESQ named its
annual prize in his honor. Last November, he
and his wife, Ruth, celebrated their 50th wed
ding anniversary.
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Another scholar, Norvin Hein, was the
subject of a feature article appearing in the
Kingston, Ontario, Whig Standard. For many
years, Norvin has spent his summers on
Grindstone Island, an American island in the St.
Lawrence River. For some time, he has been
working on a 200-page interpretation of the
original Sanskrit of the Indian epic poem, the
Mahabahrata, which, at 18 volumes, is the
longest poem in the world. Adhering to a sum 
mer schedule of spending six hours daily
immersed in Sanskrit and two hours building
granite walls for his backyard garden, his work
moves forward at what Norvin describes as
“glacial” speed. Yet when he received the
manuscript of the memoir of a longtime resi
dent of Grindstone Island, Norvin put aside his
own work to edit the manuscript (the author,
Stanley Norcom, now 90 years old, is virtually
blind and is hospitalized in Florida). Norvin
feels it is important to preserve this memoir of a
lost way of life, for Mr. Norcom has chronicled
the disappearance of the small farm on the
island where he had spent his summers since
1909. In many ways, this memoir is a counter
part of Norv’s boyhood on a dairy farm in cen
tral Ohio. The newspaper article includes a pic
ture of Norvin and his wife, Jeanne.
You will recall that the death of Martha
Goodwin was reported in the Summer issue of
Wooster. We have since learned from Clinton
Kennard ’36 that Martha bequeathed to the
College a work of art done by his mother,
Florence Kennard, a Wooster faculty member
from 1928-39. Martha’s mother died in the flu
epidemic of 1918, and she, her sister Beatrice ’39
and her brother Bill ’36, lived for a time with
grandparents next door to the Kennard family
on Burbank Road in Wooster. Mrs. Kennard
became a surrogate mother to Martha, and their
close relationship continued even after the
Goodwin children moved to North Lima to live
with their father and stepmother. On her 16th
birthday, Mrs. Kennard gave Martha a painting
which became a life-long treasure. Last spring,
Martha gave that painting to The College of
Wooster, where it is now part of the art collec
tion. Martha died two days before the acknowl
edgment of the gift arrived.
Recently we wrote to Jean Pierce Gow ’45
concerning her sister Margaret Pierce Griffin
and with great sadness we pass along this
report. Marge and Jean had expected to attend
our 55th reunion, but their plans had to be can
celed when it became apparent that Marge was
experiencing severe memory problems. Last fall,
she was diagnosed as probably having
Alzheimer’s disease. In October, she suffered a
broken hip and is now being cared for in a nurs
ing center near her home in Kilgore, TX. She
had enjoyed a long and distinguished teaching
career at Kilgore Community College. In her let
ter, Jean commented on how much Marge’s life
had paralleled that of Mary “Spuds” Evans
Vaughn. Marge had served as program director
for the Red Cross in Australia at a rest camp for
the Pacific Theater. She met her husband-to-be
there when he was on R and R from the New
Guinea campaign. Although Marge is “as loving
and outgoing as ever,” she would not likely rec-
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ognize your name, but if you would care to write
to her husband. Jay, we’re sure he would appreci
ate your sharing some of your memories of
Marge. It is, after all, shared memories which
bind us together as members of the class
of 1937.
Secretaries: Roger 8c Mollie Tilock Van Bolt,
2020 Glendale Ave., Flint, M I 48503.

19 3 6
Marjorie Glenn Crowe sent a fine letter
concerning her husband, Walter. Walter had
quadruple bypass surgery in September and was
recuperating slowly at home when he suffered a
stroke the day after Thanksgiving. Since then he
has endured pneumonia and more surgery. He
was transferred to Glacier Hills Nursing Center,
1200 Earhart Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48105. His
family and great-niece, Deborah Crowe, M.D. in
radiology at the U of Michigan, are a great
source of comfort and help lighten his spirits.
Marjorie hopes for “better things to come.” Both
the Crowes are very brave, and we send them
our best wishes.
J. Cullen Ewing and his wife, Renee, have
been enjoying trips from their home in
Pittsburg, KS, to Boise, ID, to visit their daugh
ter, Susan, and family and to Indianapolis, IN,
where their son, Thom, and his family live.
The governor of New Mexico sent a con
gratulatory letter to Sherm Wengerd, who
received the 1992 Sidney Powers Medal from the
American Association of Petroleum Geologists
(AAPG). Sherm was also the subject of an inter
esting article in the AAPG Explorer. After a tech
nical account of his explorations and discover
ies, the article touched on his leisure life: sailing
L’‘Aventura, his MacGregor 222 Ventura sailboat,
and finishing his “How to” book on
boomerangs. The latter is probably a spin-off
from his around-the-world cruise last year,
which included such exotic ports of call as
Papete, Tahiti; Western Samoa; Suva in Fiji;
Papua, New Guinea; and Port Vila in Vanuatu.
Vivian and I (Ralph) had a November
vacation cruising the Caribbean.
Secretaries: Harriet Knight, 905 Portage Rd.,
Apt. 41, Wooster, OH 44691; J. Ralph Gillman,
565 Malvern Rd., Akron, OH 44303.

19 3 5
We are sorry to report the deaths of
Harvey Durbin and Shannon McCune. (See
obituaries.)
Please send your secretary news for the
class column.
Secretary: William Burger, 1300 South Border
Ave., #264, Weslaco, TX 78596 (Oct-May); P.O.
Box 350, Farmington, ME 04938 (Summer).

19 3 4
Someone criticized Christmas letters and
alumni columns for being “braggy” and telling
only the “wonderful” parts of life. Many of you
have shared news with me that you asked not be
printed, and I honor that. Sad news has been
shared. Now has come word, from caring family
members, that three of our classmates can no
longer live at home. It’s not surprising since
most of us are 80 years old. Bodies wear out in
their own time but not our souls; having been at
Wooster doesn’t prevent that. Because we’re all
’34ers, we might wish to send cards — your
name and the mention of Wooster might ring a
bell in an otherwise dull day. Send cards for
Mary Ellen Royon Wright in care of Mike and
Jane Wright Moss, 72A Balmville Rd.,
Newburgh, NY 12550; for Olivee Allardice
Smith in care of Louise Smith Shappee, 7243
Viar Ave., San Diego, CA 92120; for Eunice
Nichols in care of Roger A. Harris, 1435 N.
120th St., Wauwatosa, WI 53226.
It was thoughtful of the families to write,
and I (Elizabeth) have answered each one indi
vidually. We are sad when illness comes, but we
can rejoice in good care and loving families.
Here’s hoping today is a good one, Eunice,
Olivee, and Mary Ellen.
Families can gladden us in other ways.
Mildred Lobban Seaton’s son, Dr. Carl Robson
’62, serves as a dedicated inner-city doctor. He
was married this year to Senait, an Ethiopian
nurse; together with her family, they have
opened the only Ethiopian restaurant in
Cleveland. For more details, see the 1962
column.
Esther Emerson Freunsch wrote: “We
can’t believe it either, but we’re moving in midDecember.” New address for winter: 3740
Pinebrook Circle, Apt. 305, Bradenton, FL
34209.
Yes, Lauradell Amstutz Peppard still
plays those ivory keys. She and a partner present
a two-piano concert to fellow retirees. “We find
it stimulating and good for any arthritis we
have.” Lauradell and Don celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary last August at Platte Lake
with all their family, “a beautiful, memorable
occasion.” Belated congratulations.
From Judy Lewis Funk comes news of
their 50th wedding celebration in April, 1991.
She and Welker serve as board members of a
senior day care center in Fresno, CA, which
meets the needs of both recipients and care
givers. The Funks help in the Mennonite
Disaster Service, in May on Hopi and Navajo
Reservations rebuilding the church and manse,
and then in Eureka, CA, where homes had been
damaged by the April, 1992, earthquake. Welker
did hard physical labor while Judy did dishes for
19 people and prepared vegetables “all from a
sitting position as arthritis limits me, but the
artificial hip helps me to be mobile.” What an
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amazing couple! “Our spiritual life of study and
prayer and helping others as we share our faith
are our greatest joys.” Thanks, Judy, for your let
ter and a real uplift.
Jean McBride French phoned one day to
chat, reassuring me she’s feeling much better.
Good news!
Mil Schuenemann Johnston wrote that
she and Fred spent three weeks in Europe. They
lived in apartments, shopped for food, and
walked miles. Indeed, a picture shows them in
walking shoes. They continue to attend classes
in the Academy of Lifelong Learning at the U of
Maryland, usher at the opera house, and keep
on with their volunteer jobs. A brief description
of their family follows: most are in school, teach
ing or studying at all levels.
The Johnstons, past co-presidents of our
class, are faithful correspondents. The rest of
you can follow their example. I’ll look forward to
your letters soon.

Secretary: Elizabeth Lapham Wills, 3873
Montevista Rd„ Cleveland, OH 44121.

19 3 3
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HmOth Reunion/June 3-6,1993
Have you made your reservations for our
60th reunion? That will be your chance to see
and talk to other members of our class. It will
also be your opportunity to meet some of the
faculty. They are teaching the students to cope
with problems that we had never heard of when
we were students. Two of our professors are still
in Wooster: Lowell Coolidge and Elizabeth
Coyle ’26.
Christmas brings news that never comes
at other times of the year. Janet Ann Peters
Thomas sent a picture and a note that show that
she is active in her retirement community. She
hasn’t said that she will come to Wooster in June
but there is hope.
Agnes Carson Rice planned to move into
a smaller apartment in mid-March. Her new
address: Highland Farms, C-48, 200 Tabernacle
Rd., Black Mountain, NC 28711. As soon as she
gets moved she plans to go to an Elderhostel just
north of Atlanta. She enjoyed an Elderhostel at
St. Simons Island, GA, in the spring of 1992. In
August, she and daughters Muriel and Pansy
drove to Nova Scotia, where they have family
roots in Pictou County.
George and Judy (Elliott ’31) Harris note
that their 1992 Christmas letter is the 33rd edi
tion. The last of January, 1992, marked the end
of their “ 16th and final interim” service. Since
then they have been busier than at any time in
their lives. Between keeping up with an extend
ed family of children, grandchildren, and great
grandchildren and helping various churches
they have served to celebrate significant mile
stones, they have enjoyed many special
occasions.

NOTES

New Year’s Eve found me (Bert) at the
home of Eleanor “Teddie” Breitwieser
Thomas. For several years I have had the plea
sure of welcoming the new year with Teddie and
her husband, Bill. They both have health prob
lems but take good care of each other. Health
permitting, they will be at the 60th reunion.
Other classmates whom I have seen
recently are Ethel McCullough Schmidt and
Virginia Emch Lindman. Each of them keeps
busy with community and family activities.
They both keep informed of national and inter
national events, and our conversations cover the
globe.
Genevieve Graebing Mason died on
November 30, 1992. In July, 1992, she wrote to
say that she had had a heart attack in October,
1991, and was still recuperating. She had a long
and admirable career teaching in the Lisbon
School System and was active in community
service. Sincere sympathy is sent to her daugh
ters, step-children, sister, and brother.
Donald Lawrence died on November 2,
1992. He majored in economics at Wooster and
had a career as a professor of accounting at Ball
State U. Our sympathy goes to his wife, four
children, and four grandchildren.
Edwin Simpson, who was a teacher and
tennis coach, died on January 2,1993. Ed was a
missionary kid” and lived in the Inky.
A lively note from Naomi Allen Blazer
tells of plans to visit her sister and brothers in
Minneapolis, Richmond, and Atlanta. She is also
planning to come to Wooster for both our 60th
reunion and the Alumni College in June. She has
heard from Adeline Heisner Minnich and
Margaret Hemphill Gee that they plan to be
here. Ora Anderson Mongiore will join them.

Secretary: H. Alberta Colclaser, 361 Holmes
Blvd., Wooster, OH 44691.

19 3 2
In January, I (Roenna) received a letter
and a newspaper clipping from Gracella Miller
George, saying that after the death of her hus
band she had moved from Florida to Flat Rock,
NC, to be near her son. She keeps busy with
family, church, and DAR. And the clipping?
Do you remember Doris Treat
Henderson? She kept scrapbooks during the
’30s and ’40s— five of them. One was of recipes
and the other four were pictures of brides and
the write-ups of their weddings, mostly from
Youngstown. After Doris’s death last September,
her husband, A. E. Henderson, gave the books to
a reporter for the Youngstown Vindicator
(whence all the clippings came). Gracella and
Roberta Gibson Woodall are certain that their
weddings were included. The clipping was a
lovely tribute to Doris and her husband.
Christmas greetings brought news. Trev
(’31) and Del Rice Gross are looking for a
place in town with outside maintenance

furnished— definitely still in Montrose, CO!
They enjoyed a 20-day cruise from Barcelona,
Spain, to Fort Lauderdale, FL.
Josephine Wishart had a marvelous sixweek visit to Scotland, England, and France.
The best ever,’ she writes. She learned much on
the island of Iona.
Mary Fletcher appreciates the help that
enables her to live at home and keep the farm
going. She spends lots of time on church affairs,
accounts, and cemetery records. Mary reported
that Shirley Gardner Seaman saw four plays in
New York over Thanksgiving and spent
Christmas with her son in Connecticut. Mary
also sent a newspaper picture of Mary Oberlin
and two others, who were publicizing the
Massillon Heritage Foundation’s wassail party.
A most welcome note came from Mary
Crede Smith, who regretted that her plans to be
at our 60th just didn t work out. Mary says* “I
manage to keep busy, at a much slower pace,
that is.”
Carol Gustafson Dix sent a letter full of
family news.
Sympathy of the class is extended to
Harriet Painter Hopkins, whose husband,
Dean ’30, died on February 7,1993. (See
obituaries.)
Helen Shields Harrison has thrown away
her cane and is “enjoying the full life again.” She
spent two weeks during the holidays with her
daughter in Tyler, TX.
Ginny Anderson Crowl wrote that she
doesn’t want to repeat 1992. She is grateful for
the wonderful care she received throughout her
heart attacks and surgeries. “Since I slowed
things up a bit, my botanical manuscript might
not become a laser disk until later in the spring
than was originally planned.” But a phone call
from Eleanor Stephens Swaney informs me
that the U of New Mexico is reviewing it and will
make comments. Eleanor sounded good, and
she is still busy and reading many books.
Recently, I (Ralph) talked with Jim and
Dorothy (Strahl ’34) Harris, of Spokane, WA.
They are retired and living in the Riverview
Retirement Center at East 1801 Upriver Dr.,
#275, Spokane, WA 99207. Jim retired from the
Chevron Corporation, where he worked for
many years in personnel administration.
Don Douds, a retired Presbyterian m inis
ter, lives with his wife, Doris, a retired nurse, at
Route 2, Box 339A, Mayville, NY 14757. Don
expressed his regrets for having missed our 60th
reunion last summer. He had planned to go with
the Liskes.

Secretaries: Roenna Kamerer Koste, 500 Gregg
St., Shillington, PA 19607-1334; Ralph Liske,‘
1195 Fairchild Ave., Kent, OH 44240-1811.

19 3 1
The Rev. Don McGarrah and his wife,
Ruth, are enjoying life in Pittsburgh, PA. Their
garden produced splendidly in 1992, and they
have a lot of produce, local fish, and venison in
their freezer. Don says he got a fine eight-point
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buck with the help of five miracles: “I hit it
through a clump of saplings, cutting several off.
[Son] Bob saw where the deer went and picked
up its trail after I failed to find any helpful signs.
We trailed it over a mile without snow. When the
deer came to posted signs it turned back and
petered out in thick brush 100 yards short of
where other hunters would have seen it. I have
had a lot of fun being kidded as our Men’s Club’s
Mighty Chaplain Hunter.”
Jean McCuskey, Sally Craig Moore, and
your secretary (Jinny) attended a beautiful
memorial service for Katherine Schantz, who
died in November. (See obituaries.) Kate was the
first head librarian of the Wayne County Public
Library in Wooster, a post she held for 13 years.
Although she kept her residence in Orrville, she
maintained an active interest in several cultural
activities in Wooster.

Secretaries: Hal C. Teal, 43 Pocono Dr.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15220; Virginia Bourns Jeffery,
1507 Avalon Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.

19 3 0
The year 1992 was not a very good one for
the Class of 1930, as your secretaries seemed to
receive more obituaries than news of the living.
From Jim Bishop’s son, Jim, comes a
belated report that Jim died in Punta Gorda,
FL, on February 1,1992. Jim was a retired offi
cial of the Duquesne Brewery Company of
Pittsburgh— remember Iron City beer?— before
moving to Florida in the late ’60s and becoming
active in civic affairs in Punta Gorda. Your secre
tary (Tom) has no recollection of ever seeing
Jim at a Wooster affair since 1930. Although we
were tablemates in the Kenarden Lodge dining
hall in our freshman year, I found it impossible
to pry anything out of him over the last three
years in the way of news in spite of diligent
efforts. All of us will remember his outgoing
personality and friendly smile, even if he
wouldn’t answer his mail. Our most sincere
sympathy to his family.
Ferg Macmillan’s son, David ’61, writes
from France that his father died July 17,1992,
presumably in Conneaut where he had retired in
1969, after a teaching and counseling career. As
a second career, he became a lay pastor of the
Plymouth Church, a United Methodist Church
near Ashtabula. The 1992 Spring issue of
Wooster reported some of his experiences in this
charismatic church from which he retired in
1975. Ferg will be remembered as one of the
quieter members of the rather boisterous
Seventh Section. The class extends its sympa
thies to the family.
The class also extends sympathy to the
family of W. Dean Hopkins, who died
February 7,1992. (See obituaries.)
Our class president, A1 Johnson, modest
ly announces the arrival of two new greatgranddaughters this past fall. He makes it sound
commonplace but neglects to include the cur
rent total. How about it, Al? Our most envious
congratulations and commendation to him and
Lucille.
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In October, I (Bernice) received a letter
from Marg Guille concerning our classmate,
Esther Reithoffer Dartique, who lives in Paris,
France. Esther has written Un Hatien
Exceptionnel, Maurice Dartique, a book dealing
with the distinguished career of her late hus
band, Maurice, whom she met at Columbia U.
He had lived in Haiti, and like his father, he
became a lawyer. In her book, Esther gives an
account of the contributions Maurice made to
the reform of Haiti’s educational system and his
work with the United Nations and UNESCO. She
presented a copy of the book to the Dag
Hammarskjold Library at the United Nations
and also to the College library. She hopes to have
the English adaptation published. Her son
brought it to the U.S., after spending the holi
days with her in Paris. I want you to know that
Marg Guille read the book in French. That
impressed me!
Esther is in the process of deciding
whether to remain in Paris or return to the U.S.
permanently. She has lived in Paris since 1956,
and it means a great deal to her. Thank you,
Esther, for your contribution to our column. We
wish you success in getting the book published.
You can be proud that you have made known the
important work that your husband did.
I am sorry to report the death of Sally
Fletcher Agsten. She was a member of our
round-robin letter group. When she was physi
cally unable to write, her husband, Ed, sent
notes to keep us informed. We extend our most
sincere sympathy to him and the family.

Secretaries: Tom Mills, 3183 N. Quincy St.,
Arlington, VA 22207; Bernice Rees Snively, 816
Phillips Rd. N.E., Massillon, OH 44646.

19 2 9
Please send news for the column to the
Class Notes Editor.

19 2 8
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We hope you will return to campus in
June to celebrate our reunion.

Secretary: Alice Ricksecker Paton, 766 Fairview
Circle, Wooster, OH 44691.
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Edith Knesal Mercer, Mary Courtney
Bourns, and your secretary were interviewed
recently by College senior Steve Constantelos,
whose IS project has focused his attention on
the ’20s. With that decade in mind he found
himself intrigued by life on the Wooster campus
during that time. In an interesting hour with
him, we discussed the ringing of the Chapel bell

every morning at ten o’clock, calling together
faculty and students for a half hour. There, we
heard important announcements and talks by
faculty and out-of-town celebrities. We recalled
that attendance was carefully monitored and too
many absences meant a visit to the office of the
dean. It was a time for celebration, campus
events, and much friendly conversation before
and after. (Nothing on campus like it now.)
We emphasized the fact that Dr. Lowry
began his distinguished career with our English
classes in the fall of 1923. We discussed dorm
rules, the ban on dancing, the Gum Shoe Hop,
Color Day, the literary societies, games, coasting
on Bever Street after a big snowstorm, and a
myriad of other subjects too numerous to men
tion here. Can you imagine Bever Street being
cleared for a student outing in 1993, even if we
did have enough snow? Since Steve had a Greek
background, we talked about Gus Syrios ’52 and
the Shack. Since none of these activities are pre
sent in today’s campus life, I think we left him
with the impression that life for the Class of
1927 had a great deal to offer; once on campus
you stayed there as very few had cars, and your
belongings came in a trunk by train.
Christmas greetings this year continued
to reflect our advancing years: our memories or
the lack of; our eyes, our backs, and our general
inability to engage in life’s more strenuous pro
cedures. One classmate put it squarely on the
line with the word “Damn” which is exactly how
most of us might express the situation at times.
Grace Lowers Hahn had the misfortune
to break her foot (this information by way of
Mary Kohr) and had to sit around for three
months. This did not stop her, however, as she
enrolled in Tel-Care, phoning elderly shut-ins to
check on them and give a bit of cheer.
A card from Martha Napier Nolan from
the Virgin Islands reported a wonderful tour
through the Panama Canal.
Irene King Parker, noting that she had
no foot problems at the moment, traveled to
Connecticut for a wedding, attended the opera
Cinderella, and went on to Boston, where she
saw the musical Secret Garden, spent two days in
the Berkshires, and visited the Henri Matisse
Exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York.

Secretary: Florence Painter Griffith, 1577
Cleveland Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.

19 2 6
We extend our sympathy to Iola Norris on
the death of her husband, Lawrence Norris, on
March 19,1992. Iola now lives with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Sue Soergel, at 9507 Dublin Dr.,
Manassas, VA 22110.

Secretary: Margaret Koester Welty, Rt. 5, Box
180, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666.
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We regret to inform you of the deaths of
Betty H arter Gaskins and Royal S. Clisby. (See
obituaries.)

’84 Carol Schiro and Michael Pellegrino,
October 24, 1992.

Secretaries: Sarah Painter, 1577 Cleveland Rd.,
Wooster, OH 44691; Edna Kienzle Comin, 1138
E. Wayne, Wooster, OH 44691.

B I R T H S

1924
George McClure may have retired and
moved to Florida, but his hometown of
Braddock, PA, has not forgotten the contribu
tions of one of its leading citizens. Last summer,
an article about George appeared in the town’s
Free Press/Independent along with happy 90th
birthday wishes. In August, George’s family
gathered in Chautauqua, NY, where the McClure
family have been spending summers for more
than 80 years, to celebrate his birthday. Thirtythree members attended the successful family
reunion and birthday celebration.

Secretary: George McClure, 1255 South
Pasadena Ave., #1119-B, St. Petersburg, FL
33707.
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To Meryn G. Callander and John W.
Travis, daughter, Siena Tierra Travis
Callander, February 28,1993.

’75

lo Beth and Radd Riebe, daughter, Greta
Wynne, October 8, 1992.

2 3
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I n C ollege Days W hen A ll W as N ew : The
Class of 1923 presented the comedy Mary’s
Millions during its sophomore year. Members of
the cast included: Archie Crandall, A lbert Dix,
D aphne Limbach, Lena Lyle, Ralph
McCombs, W illiam Montgomery, Frank
Notestein, C atherine Parsons, Elizabeth
Reese, M ary Sperry, M ary A nna Wendorff.

19 2 2
I n C ollege D ays W hen A ll Was N ew : the
1922 Color Day Pageant based upon Milton’s
VAllegro was written by Helen Gingrich.

Secretary: M ary Arnold, P.O, Box 343,
Cambridge, OH 43725.

’78 To M ark (’77) and Julie Evans Hoffman,
son, Russell Evans, February 1,1993, join
ing brother, Kurtis (6).
’79 To Debby and Bruce Gray, son, Weston,
December 1,1992, joining twin sisters, ’
Katey and Ann Marie (5), and sister,
Lauralee (3).
’82

To Allan and Kathleen Wolf Jones, son,
Luke David, November 15,1992, joining
sister, Alyson (2'A).

’83 To M atthew (’85) and M arian Owen
Bieniek, son, John Charles, December 2,
1992.
’84 To John and M ary Fenderson Hotchkiss,
son, Andrew Fenderson, December 12
1992.
’88

To Kent and Becky DeNelsky Barrett,
daughter, Ashley Lynn, June 19, 1992, join
ing brother, Logan (2).

0 BITUARIES
x’21 M argaret H annum Lerch, of
Quakertown, PA, May 1,1992. She received her
B.A. from Barnard College. From 1933-44 and
again from 1958-62, she was a caseworker for
the Pennsylvania Department of Welfare. Upon
the death of her sister in 1944, she and her hus
band raised her niece, Annabel. Surviving are
her niece, Annabel Earle Lesher; five greatnieces and great nephews. Her husband, Rush T
Lerch, died in 1967.
x ’22 Eleanor K irkpatrick Fravel,
December 26, 1992, in Mt. Vernon, where she
had lived for most of her life. She was 93 years
old. A homemaker and farmer’s wife, she devot
ed time to school, church, and community
activities. She was the oldest member of the Mt.
Vernon First Presbyterian Church. Her husband,
James W., preceded her in death. Surviving are
four daughters, Kathleen Funk ’48, Virginia
Denison ’51, JoAnn Barnard Leber ’51, and
Elizabeth Lane; three grandchildren, one of
whom is Lynne Barnard ’80.

cas? members o f the1923 class production o f Mary’s

’24 M iriam B. Dickason, a retired mis
sionary and teacher, November, 1992, in Duarte,
CA. She received her M.R.E. from Biblical
Seminary in New York, now New York
Theological Seminary, and had served as teach
er and principal of a Presbyterian girls’ school in
Barranquilla, Colombia, for 40 years, retiring in
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1968. In 1966, she received the Distinguished
Service Award from the State Department of
Education, Barranquilla, Colombia. She was the
first non-Colombian to receive this award. After
retirement she traveled often, and she was a vol
unteer teacher in the Inter-American School in
Guatemala and the Southeastern Bible Institute
in Mexico in 1970 and 1972, respectively. While
living at Westminster Gardens in Duarte, she
continued to do volunteer work, tutoring at the
high school and helping in the Westminster
Gardens Health Center, and she served as a dea
con and Sunday school teacher in her church.
From 1974-79, she served as the women’s secre
tary for the Class of 1924. Surviving are three
nieces, Ann Dickason Reimer ’52, Elizabeth
Dickason ’54, and Lois Young ’57; one nephew,
David Dickason ’60.
’24 Robert E. Sheets, October 29, 1992, at
his home in Muskegon, MI. He was 90 years old.
He received his M.A. from the U of Minnesota.
For 24 years, he had taught French and served
for several years as chair, division of humanities,
at Muskegon County Community College. After
his retirement in 1968, he studied watercolor
painting and gave several one-man shows. He
won a number of awards for his works. In 1983,
he was honored for his contribution to the
humanities at a special ceremony at the Hackley
Library. He was also a musician and served as
organist in a number of local churches over the
years. Surviving are his wife, Dorothy; son,
Robert A. ’74.
’25 Royal S. Clisby, has been reported
deceased but no information was given in
respect to the date of death. He received his O.D.
from Ohio State U and was an optometrist in
Warren for many years, retiring in 1972. His
wife, Catherine, predeceased him. Surviving are
two children, Carol Yova and Laurence.
’25 Elizabeth Harter Gaskins, January
16,1993, in Brandywine Hospital, Coatesville,
PA. A retired elementary school teacher, Betty
had taught for eight years in Lima and 14 years
in the Lebanon, PA, School District. She was a
member of St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church
and the Woman’s Club of Lebanon, for which
she directed plays. Her husband, Charles, prede
ceased her. Her son, John, and two grandchil
dren survive.
’26 Lawrence H. Norris, retired teacher
and administrator, of Gibsonia, PA, March 19,
1992. He received his M.S. from the U of
Pittsburgh and had taught physics in the
Pittsburgh Public Schools for 32 years and in the
U of Pittsburgh evening school program for 21
years. In 1969, he retired as curriculum coordi
nator for the Pittsburgh Board of Public
Education. He was a member of several profes
sional organizations, including the American
Association of Physics Teachers and the Optical
Society of America. He was a member of the
Overbrook Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh,
and served as an elder, a Sunday school superin
tendent for 20 years, and sang in the choir.
Surviving are his wife, Iola; two daughters, Lynn
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Ragle ’67 and Sue Soergel; one son, John; three
grandchildren.
’27 Marian A. Hunter, November 14,
1992, in Canton, where she was born. She had
taught mathematics and French at East Sparta
High School in Ohio for a number of years. In
1945, she formed a partnership and was co
owner of the Letter Shop in Canton. She was a
member of Church of the Savior, United
Methodist; PEO Sisterhood, Chapter AC; Canton
Women’s Club, and Quota Club. She was an avid
fan of the legitimate theater, an amateur photog
rapher and an organist. Her brother, John
Hunter, survives.
’28 Neville L. Bennington, May 10,1992,
in Walnut Creek, CA. He received his M.A. and
Ph.D. from Northwestern U. During his 30-year
teaching career, he taught biology at
Northwestern U, The College of Wooster
(1936-37) and Beloit College (1937-62). He
was assistant commissioner of professional
education in the New York State Education
Department from 1962-66. For two years he was
divisional director of pre-college education in
science for the National Science Foundation in
Washington, DC. Returning to the Midwest, he
accepted the director of grants administration
position at the U of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, retiring
in 1973. His wife, Virginia (Tudor x’30), died in
1988. Surviving are his son, James ’56; daughter,
Ann Robinson; two grandsons.
x’28 R. Elizabeth Shepard Ewing, for
merly of Fredericksburg, September 12,1992, at
the John Knox Medical Center in Tampa, FL. She
received her B.S. from Ohio U and had taught
high school in Alliance for several years. Later,
she worked for 20 years as a bookkeeper for
Saunders Enterprises in Wooster. Before moving
to Florida, she had made her home in
Fredericksburg for more than 50 years and was a
former member of the Fredericksburg
Presbyterian Church. In Sun City, FL, she was a
member of the Community Church. Her hus
band, Carl Fluhart, whom she married in 1931,
died in 1973. She married Robert Ewing in 1974.
He died on April 3,1977. Surviving are two
brothers, Harold and Carl; two stepchildren,
David Ewing and Patricia Rowe.
’29 Z. Arline Dressier Shiffler, January
24,1993, in Hillsdale, ML She had taught French
and English in the Camden-Frontier School in
Camden, MI. In retirement, she did volunteer
work at the Hillsdale Medical Facility, made
quilts, comforters, and baby clothes for missions
in Sierra Leone and the Philippines. She was an
active member of Frontier United Methodist
Church. Her husband, Harold, died on January
4,1973. Surviving are four sons, Wallace,
Wendall, Walter, Willis; three daughters, Leona
Bergman, Lilah Francisco, Lela Powers; 20
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
’30 James A. Bishop, February 1, 1992, at
Medical Center Hospital in Punta Gorda, FL,
where he had resided for the last 23 years. He
was a retired official with the Duquesne Brewery

Company in Pittsburgh, PA. He was a member
of St. John’s Masonic Lodge and the Allepo
Shrine in Pittsburgh, Rotary International, and
the Pittsburgh Fellows Club. In Punta Gorda, he
was a member of the First Presbyterian Church,
and he continued his devotion to charities both
public and private. Most recently, he received
recognition from the mayor and city council of
Punta Gorda for his efforts in founding and
chairing the Punta Gorda Isles canal mainte
nance committee. Surviving are his wife, Mary;
two sons, James E. Bishop ’55 and Milton
Gastner; 12 grandchildren; four great-grand
children; a brother, Donald; two sisters, Ruth
Trimbur and Leotia Shaw.
’30 W. Dean Hopkins, an eminent
Cleveland lawyer and an emeritus life trustee of
the College, February 7,1993, after a brief ill
ness. After receiving his L.L.B. from Harvard
Law School in 1933, he joined the Cleveland law
firm of Fackler & Dye. He was named a partner
in that firm in 1943.
A specialist in tax law, he co-founded
McDonald, Hopkins & Hardy, which later
became McDonald, Hopkins, Burke and Haber.
He gained national recognition as an authority
on professional corporations after he won a
landmark Supreme Court case involving them
( O’Neill vs. the United States) in 1968.
He was devoted to his community of
Lakewood, where he had lived for 47 years
before moving to Rocky River last summer. He
served three terms as president of the Lakewood
Board of Education and as a member of the
Cleveland Committee of the Ohio Foundation of
Independent Colleges. A compelling advocate
for the freedom of speech, he promoted free
speech programs at the Lakewood Civic
Auditorium. A member of the Lakewood
Presbyterian Church since 1937, he served the
church in numerous capacities, including dea
con, elder, and treasurer, and he established the
annual tradition of giving readings of Charles
Dickens’ “The Christmas Carol.” He was legal
counsel for the Cleveland Presbytery and for the
One World Shoppe. As a peace activist, he was
engaged in the peacemaking task force of the
Western Reserve Presbytery for a number of
years. With his wife, Harriet (Painter ’32), he
traveled with church groups to Nicaragua and
the Middle East in 1985 and to Russia and
Azerbaijan in 1988. He also contributed an essay
to the task force publication, The Peacemaking

Struggle: Militarism and Resistance.
He majored in political science at Wooster
where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and won
the William A. Galpin Prize. During his fresh
man and senior years, he was a member of the
student senate, serving as president in his senior
year. He was an extremely successful debater, on
the Index board and the Voice editorial staff, in
Congressional Club and Delta Sigma Rho, and
was chosen class orator. In his senior year, he
wrote a pseudonymous column on pronuncia
tion and word usage for The Voice, “Deacon
Decatur Declares,” in which he was able to quote
the president of the student senate as approving
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one of “the Deacon’s” opinions. Many years later,
he remembered with great pleasure “as president
of the student senate, presenting classmate
Genevieve Rowe to the student celebration after
she had won the Atwater Kent radio contest as
the soprano of the nation [in 1929].”
He became a member of the Board Of
Trustees in 1940 and served until his death, hav
ing been elected an emeritus life trustee in 1982.
During his tenure on the Board, he served on the
executive, faculty relations, and development
committees as well as the presidential selection
committee in 1967 and the ad hoc committees
on required church attendance, the chapel
requirement, and the College’s investments. He
was an ardent supporter of the Independent
Study program when Howard Lowry first pro
posed it to the Board in 1946. In 1987, the
College awarded him an L.H.D., and he and
Harriet together received the D.A.A. in 1978.
In addition to his wife, surviving are five
children, Angene Wilson ’61, Frances Irwin ’63,
Walter ’66, Giles ’71, Lewis; seven grandchil
dren, including Miatta Wilson ’88, Cheryl
Wilson ’90; two sisters, Martha Jentes ’36, Esther
Hopkins.

D. Ferguson Macmillan

’30 Duncan Ferguson Macmillan, July
17,1992. He was born on November 10,1904, in
Newcomerstown where he grew up and graduat
ed from high school. In 1940, he earned his
M.Ed. from the U of Pittsburgh, and later he
received graduate credits from several universi
ties. He married Julia Estella Hogle on June 9,
1934, in Conneaut. Their only child, David, was
born in 1939.
Macmillan’s secular career consisted of
many years of teaching, including two as princi
pal of Conneaut Senior High School where he
also served as the first director of guidance. He
retired in 1969. With the assistance of the church
district superintendent, Macmillan founded the
Plymouth United Methodist Church near
Ashtabula in the mid-1950s. Pastor Mac, as he
was affectionately called, qualified as a lay min
ister after several arduous correspondence
courses and summer attendance at Garrett
Theological Seminary in Evanston, IL. In 1967,
this small country church became the only
charismatic one in northeast Ohio. After more
than 20 years in the ministry, he retired in 1975.
In addition to his wife, his son, David ’61, and
two grandchildren survive.
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’30 John H.P. Strome, retired
Presbyterian minister, November 19,1992, in
New Berlin, PA. He received his Th.B. from
Princeton Theological Seminary and served five
pastorates during his 41 years of active ministry.
After his retirement in 1974, he and his wife
moved to New Berlin, where he was active in the
Northumberland Presbytery. Surviving are his
wife, Margaret; three children, Ann Gold, Mary
Stahl, and Paul Strome; four grandchildren.
’30 Avalon Aylsworth Young, November
28,1992, at the Orlando (FL) Regional Medical
Center, after an extended illness. She taught
English and Latin in the Mogadore, Perrysville,
and Mansfield City Schools, retiring in 1970.
Surviving are her husband, Wilbur ’30, whom
she married on August 5,1933; three children,
Stanley, Sidney, and Carol Taylor; three grand
children; one sister.
’31 Katherine R. Schantz, November 21,
1992, at Aultman Hospital in Canton, after a
period of declining health. She had taught histo
ry and English in the Orrville Public Schools for
eight years before earning her B.L.S. from
Western Reserve U. Her library career began in
the Royal Oak and Detroit Public Libraries in
Michigan. Returning to Ohio, she served as head
librarian of the Ashland Public Library from
1948 until 1956. For the next 13 years, she was
head librarian of the Wayne County Public
Library, retiring in 1969.
A life member of the Christ United
Church of Christ in Orrville, she was active in
the consistory and the Christian Fellowship
Sunday school class. She was a member of the
Poetry Club, Tuesday Book Club, AAUW, the
Classics Club in Wooster, and had been a volun
teer for Adult Basic Education. Posthumously,
she received the Woman of Distinction Award
from the AAUW Orrville branch. Her interests
included photography, sailing, gardening, oil
painting, and writing poetry. From 1982
through June 1992, she served as class secretary.
Surviving are her brother, Paul ’33; three nieces.
’33 E. Donald Lawrence, November 2,
1992. He majored in economics at Wooster and
earned an M.Ed. at the U of Pittsburgh. From
1942-46 he served in the army. From then until
he retired in 1978 from Ball State U, he was a
college professor. His, wife, Helen, whom he
married in 1942, survives him. They had four
children: Charles A., Carol Jean Eatherly,
Barbara Louise Pearson, and Patricia Jane
Boddiford, all of whom survive.
’33 Genevieve Graebing Mason,
November 30, 1992. After graduating with a
major in French, Genevieve started a teaching
career in the Lisbon schools that was to continue
until her retirement in 1976. She continued her
education with study at Bowling Green State U
and McGill U, Montreal, Canada. In 1941 she
earned an M. Lit. at the U of Pittsburgh. As a
teacher Genevieve organized trips to France for

her students and developed a four-year French
program in the high school. She was repeatedly
voted the favorite teacher by her students. On
September 9,1989, she was named Citizen of the
Week in Lisbon. This reflected her many com
munity activities. She was also active in the First
Presbyterian Church as a teacher and elder. The
entire community benefited from her activities.
In 1941 Genevieve married Hoyte Sexton, who
died in 1971. They had two daughters who sur
vive, Georgeanne Wolf and Nancy Y. Sexton. In
1976 Genevieve and her Wooster classmate, O.
Dail Mason, were married. Dail died on May 5,
1989. Her stepdaughter, Jennifer Arnold, and
stepson, Jerome Mason, both survive.
Genevieve’s sister, Eleanor Alderman, and
brother, William Graebing, and five grandchil
dren also survive.
’33 Edwin W. Simpson, January 2, 1993,
of heart failure in Kent General Hospital.
Immediately after graduation from Wooster, Ed
went to India to teach at the Kodaikanal School
for missionary children, where he had gone to
school before he came to Wooster to live at
Livingston Lodge, the boys’ Inky Later he taught
at Judson College, Rangoon, Burma (now
Myanmar). From 1941-46 he served in the army
counter intelligence operations. After that he
began the career as teacher and tennis coach for
the Milford, DE, School District that was to con
tinue until his retirement in 1976. Following
retirement he had a tennis pro-shop. There are
no known survivors.
’34 Florence Bogart Wise, of North
Canton, December 16, 1992, in the Aultman
Hospital emergency room, following an auto
mobile accident. She was a member of
Northminster Presbyterian Church, where she
had served as organist for more than 20 years.
She also served as a Gray Lady at Aultman
Hospital for more than 30 years. On June 14,
1992, she and her husband, Clarence, celebrated
their 56th wedding anniversary In addition to
her husband, surviving are one son, Jon; two
daughters, Martha Wise and Miriam Keller;
eight grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren;
sister, Arlene Armentraut ’28.
x’35 Harvey Durbin, September 25,
1992, in Reno, NV. He was born on November 3,
1911, in Youngstown. A resident of Nevada for
many years, he was a member of the Covenant
Presbyterian Church in Reno. His wife survives.
’35 Shannon McCune, educator, geogra
pher, and specialist in Asian studies, January 4,
1993, at his home in Gainesville, FL. The son of
Presbyterian missionaries, he was born in
Sonchon, Korea. He received his M.A. from
Syracuse U and Ph.D. in geography from Clark
U and began his teaching career in 1939 at Ohio
State U. From 1947-55, he was chairman of the
geography department at Colgate U. He was
provost of the U of Massachusetts from
1955-61. In 1965, he was named president of the
U of Vermont, resigning in 1966 to do research
for the university in the Far East. From 1967-69,
he was director of the American Geographical
Society of New York. He then served as professor
and chairman of the geography department at
the U of Florida, retiring in 1979.
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Besides his academic positions, he was
director of UNESCO’s education department in
Paris and held several United States government
positions as an Asian expert. He served as the
first civil administrator of Japan’s Ryukyu
Islands from 1962-64, when the islands were
under American military control. He returned
to Okinawa, the main island, in 1970 with a
research grant from the National Science
Foundation. He served with the Foreign
Economic Administration in India, Ceylon (now
Sri Lanka) and in China, for which he won the
Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1946. He was
educational consultant to a United Nations
development mission in the Indonesian
province of West Irian in 1967.
In addition to numerous articles and
monographs on Asian geography, McCune was
the author of several books, including Korea’s
Heritage, a Regional and Social Geography, pub
lished in 1956 by the Charles E. Tuttle Company
in Rutland, VT; Korea: Land of Broken Calm,
published in 1966 by the Van Nostrand
Company in Princeton, NJ; and The Ryukyu
Islands, published in 1975 in England. In 1976,
he received the Distinguished Alumni Award
from the College. Surviving are his wife, Edith;
two daughters, Antoinette Bement and Shannon
Wagner; son, George; seven grandchildren.
’36 Melvin T. Hooker, December 25,
1992, at his home in Ashland, following a long
illness. A naval veteran of W.W. II, he served on
a destroyer in the Pacific theater. He had been an
account executive for the former Coleman-Todd
and Associates Advertising Company in
Mansfield before opening his own business,
Ashland Advertising Services. He retired in
1983. During his career, he was the recipient of
numerous advertising awards.
An active member of First Presbyterian
Church, he served as a deacon, trustee, and
elder. He was an original board member for the
youth league organization in Ashland and a
board member for Bank One, Ashland. He was a
charter member, director, and officer of the Ad
Club of North Central Ohio. Active in the Boy
Scouts of America, he received the organization’s
Silver Beaver Award for distinguished service
and the Johnny Appleseed Council Order of
Merit Award. He was a scoutmaster for Troop
503 for 18 years. He was a member of the Brooks
Bird Club and the Callossa Bird Club in Florida.
He was the author of several papers on bird
migration. Surviving are his wife, Harriett; two
sons, James and William; one daughter, Carol
McLachlan; five grandchildren; one brother,
Roger.
’37 Marian Wellman Jones, January 8,
1993, of cancer, at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital,
Bloomfield Hills, MI. She was born on April 7,
1915, in Williamsport, PA, and had been a resi
dent of Bloomfield Hills for 45 years. An active
member of the community, she chaired numer
ous events for the Cranbrook Academy of Art,
the Detroit Grand Opera Association, University
of Michigan President’s Club, Detroit Institute of
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Art (DIA), Boys & Girls Club of Metro Detroit.
She was a member of Village Women’s Club,
Bloomfield Open Hunt Club, Detroit Athletic
Club, the Garden Club of Birmingham, the Old
Club (Harsen’s Island), and Founder’s Society of
the DIA. Her husband, Ernest, predeceased her
August 31,1992. Surviving are five children,
Ernest A. II, Chrystine Tauber, Stephen, Janet,
and Mark; eight grandchildren.
x’37 John C. Kinsey, November 22, 1990,
in Torrance, CA. He was born on May 7,1915, in
New Philadelphia, and had been a resident of
Redondo Beach, CA, for 41 years. He received
his B.S.M.E. from Ohio State U and joined the
National Cash Register Company in Dayton. In
1940, he accepted a position with CurtissWright in Buffalo, NY, as a structural analysis
engineer, working on various W.W. II aircraft.
He married Marjorie Legg in 1941. In 1949, he
moved to Los Angeles, CA, to accept a position
with North American Aviation, where he was
responsible for the fuselage structures of various
aircraft. In 1967, he joined the space division of
Rockwell International, Seal Beach, as manager
of the Saturn V rocket second stage stress.
During this period, he earned a Professional
Designate in system program planning and con
trol from the UCLA. Upon completion of the
Saturn project, he moved to the space division
in Downey, CA, where he was manager of the
forward fuselage and crew module on the
orbitor for the Space Shuttle. At the conclusion
of the design phase of the program, he retired in
1984. Surviving are his wife, Edna; two sons,
Gary and Christian; two grandchildren.
x’39 June V. Farson Miller, November
28,1992, in Wooster, where she had resided for
63 years. She was a member of the Wooster
United Methodist Church, the Community
Hospital Auxiliary, the Travelers Club, and was a
charter member of the Junior Women’s Club.
Her husband, Ralph W. Miller, whom she m ar
ried in 1938, died in 1978. Surviving are one
son, Ralph “Pete,” Jr.; two daughters, Suzanne
Rumbaugh and Madeline Noble ’65; eight
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
x’39 Louis J. Shirock, September 24,
1992, of cardiac arrest, in Longmont, CO, where
he had lived for the last 25 years. He was a
retired vice president of Sunamerica Financial
Corporation. From 1942-46, he served in the air
force. Surviving are his wife, Mildred; daughter,
Sharon McLean; granddaughter, Amanda
Atchley.
’42 Mary Margaret Bell Cadwell, of
Hixon, TN, January 20,1993. She was born in
Pittsburgh, PA, on July 9,1920. While in college,
she was a member of the Pyramids and the
Girls’ Chorus. She married Carl Cadwell on June
26,1943, and was a homemaker and, for a time,
an elementary school substitute teacher. She was
a member of the Hixon Presbyterian Church.
Her husband predeceased her on August 15,
1980. Surviving are one son, David; two daugh
ters, Carolyn Haines and Barbara Brandau; six
grandchildren; sister, Martha Geiselman.

’44 Jeanne Grandison Coates, January
25,1993, after a courageous battle with
leukemia, at her home in Endicott, NY. She
received her B.A. from Wooster in sociology. She
married Don Coates ’44 on March 18,1944, at
the First Presbyterian Church in Wooster. While
Don served in the navy, Jeanne worked at settle
ment houses in Chicago and Buffalo. After the
war, she did graduate work at the U of Buffalo.
Later, she served as a social worker for the
American Red Cross and as a psychiatric social
worker at the Broome Developmental Center, in
Binghamton, NY. She was active in community
and church work, including the Fish program
and foreign missions.
One of her neighbors for over 30 years
comments: “A love of the arts and of God”
fueled Jeanne. Many New York State awards
attest to the excellence of Jeanne’s tole painting.
In this role she became a teacher for the Tioga
Council of the Arts and conducted seminars.
From a poem written by and read by one of the
surviving children, a few excerpts serve to show
Jeanne’s concern for her neighbors. “To her
friends, of whom she had many,/And all very
different they were./She treasured each one’s
uniqueness,/Support was her gift that
endured./For her husband, she was the epitome
of goodness,/Towards others, never a word
deemed unkind./Empathetic, compassionate,
yet mischievous,/Are the treasures she sealed in
his mind.”
In addition to her husband, surviving are
three children, Cheryl Erickson, Lark Williams,
Eric Coates; eight grandchildren; one brother,
Harold Jury.
’44 Elmer G. Stratton, of North Fort
Myers, FL, November 5,1992. He was a retired
clergyman, who had served pastorates in New
Jersey and Ohio for 35 years, retiring from Port
Clinton Trinity United Methodist Church in
1984. He received his S.T.B. and S.T.M. from
Temple U. During W.W. II, he served in the navy
as a fighter pilot. He was shot down behind
Japanese lines in French Indochina and taken
prisoner. He and others later escaped and m an
aged to reach China and make contact with
American forces. His sports interests included
playing golf and tennis and going boating and
fishing. He was a member of the Kiwanis Club
and Power Squadron. He enjoyed returning to
Wooster for class reunions and served as class
president from 1974-79. Surviving are his wife,
Rhea; son, Elmer, Jr.; daughters, Leslie Crisco
and Susan Caivert; four grandchildren.
x’46 Richard M. Evans, November 6,
1992, in Phoenix, AZ, where he was a realtor. He
was born in Princeton, NJ, on March 30,1924.
While living in Tientsin, China, he attended
Tientsin Grammar School and Tungcho School.
Just before the bombing of Pearl Harbor he
returned to the States to live and attend the
College. His parents, who remained in China,
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were interned in a concentration camp.
Surviving are his wife, Nancy Jones Evans ’51;
son, Philip; two daughters, Kelly and Jane; three
grandchildren; two sisters, Phyllis Davies ’50
and Olive Turner.
’49 Richard K. Jones, January 27, 1993, at
his residence in Wooster. During W.W. II, he was
a navigator in the army air corps, serving in the
European and Mediterranean theaters. He was
president and a partner of the Whitaker-Myers
Insurance Agency, retiring in 1990, and was a
past president of the Westfield Insurance
Independent Agents’ Association. He was a
member of the Akron/Canton Chapter of
Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter, a
charter member and past president of the
Wayne County Humane Society (1973-85), a
past president of Wooster Kiwanis Club
(1975-76), a former member of the Wooster
Jaycees, a past board member of the YMCA, a
current member of the Wayne County National
Bank board of directors.
An active member of the First
Presbyterian Church, he held numerous church
offices and committee positions and was a
member of the choir for 40 years. He was wellknown in the area as a bass soloist and per
formed with many college choirs and orchestras
and professional musical organizations, includ
ing the Wooster, Canton, Akron, and Cleveland
Symphony orchestras. He was also a featured
soloist in the Arena Fair productions from
1961-66. An avid golfer, he was a member of the
Wooster Country Club for many years.
Surviving are his wife, Rebecca Whitaker Jones
’47, whom he married in 1947, two sons, Kirk
and Scott; one daughter, Christine; two grand
children; one brother, William.
’49 Florence Follis Lyons, December 25,
1992, in Cleveland. She was born and reared in
Wooster, where she was a member of the Second
Baptist Church since childhood, singing in the
choirs and working in various church organiza
tions. She was a member for many years of the
Wooster Choral Reading Group, under the
direction of Martha Mayer. In Cleveland, she
was an active member of St. Mark’s Presbyterian
Church and sang in the chancel choir. She
worked for the Phyllis Wheatley Association for
21 years and had just recently retired from JoAnn Fabrics Company in Cleveland. Surviving
are her husband, Arthur L. Lyons, whom she
married in 1954; two sons, Rodney and Arthur;
two grandsons.
’49 Robert V. Snevily, retired Westfield,
NJ, attorney, September 29,1992. He received
his L.L.B. from Washington and Lee U School of
Law and was a partner in the firm of Snevily, Ely
and Williams in Westfield until his retirement in
1975. He had been on the board of directors of
the Central Jersey Bank and Trust Company in
Freehold since 1968. In Westfield, he served as
director of the Fairview Cemetery Association,
was a member of the Rotary Club, and was a for-
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mer director of the YMCA. He was also involved
with juvenile delinquency counseling in
Westfield. Upon retirement, he moved to
Delaware Township. A W.W. II army veteran, he
served as a Browning automatic rifleman with
the “vBattling Babes” of the 99th Infantry in the
European theater. Surviving are his wife,
Yvonne; two sons, Mansfield K. and Hunter S.;
one daughter, Eleanor Plummer; three grand
children; sister, Jane Fahnestock.
x’54 Richard S. Reese, November 20,
1992, in Scio, after a long illness. He received his
B.S. from Ashland College and then served with
the Army in Korea from 1955-57. He was presi
dent of Scio Pottery Company. He was a member
of the United Methodist Church, American
Legion, and Masonic Lodge, all of Scio.
Surviving are his wife, Carol; three sons, Steven,
Douglas, and Christopher; seven grandchildren;
sister, Donna Cramblett ’53.
’73 Bonnie Klemm Bunevich, of
Pickerington, January 27,1993, at Doctors
Hospital North. She was a kindergarten teacher
in the Pickerington School System. She attended
Holy Redeemer Lutheran Church and Epiphany
Lutheran Church. Surviving are her husband,
Bruce ’73; children, Lisa and Jared; her parents,
Edward and Barbara Klemm; sister, Becky
Johnson; brother, Robert.
’73 Christine R. Hoffman, January 4,
1993, in Columbus at the home of Kyle Hoffman
and Sally Cooper. She was born on November
13,1949, in Cleveland and was a graduate of
Sullens College in Bristol, VA. She began her
career as a reporter for The Ashtabula Star Beacon.
Christine served in the Celeste administration
on the governor’s staff. She was a deputy direc
tor at both the Ohio Department of Human
Services and the Bureau of Workers’
Compensation. She also worked for the Ohio
Bureau of Employment Services. Her contribu
tions included volunteer work with the
American Civil Liberties Union and the Central
Ohio Radio Reading Service. Surviving are her
parents, Mr. 8t Mrs. B. Jerry Hoffman; two
brothers, B.J. and Michael; three sisters,
Elizabeth Ladrach, Lisa Kurjan, Kyle Hoffman.
We have received word of the following
deaths but have no further information.
’29
x’32
’39
x’42
x’45
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Helen Hunter Tilton, 1992.
Carolyn Hughes Smith, 1992.
Bette Yoder Butterman.
Cecile Gibbs Peffley.
Mary Holt Washam, 1992.
Catherine Murray Kapoor.

FAMILY NOTES
E. Kingman Eberhart (economics), who
died on May 15,1992, was a stalwart on the fac
ulty of The College of Wooster for many years.
He came to the College in 1938 after having
taught at the University of Pittsburgh for nine

years. As professor of economics, Kingman was
dedicated to teaching, devoted to the College,
and always concerned about his students. Surely
he was one of those faculty members who
helped to make Wooster what it was during the
forties and early post-World War II years.
His areas of specialization were labor eco
nomics and consumer economics, but when it
came to teaching, his real love was the introduc
tory course, Principles of Economics. His atten
tion to detail and patience with students taking
their first course in economics will always be
remembered. Even after years of teaching he
brought to that course a sense of excitement and
interest that was reflected by the large number of
students enrolled in the course. Those of us who
came to Wooster during the years that he served
as department chair remember his desire to
instill in the new members of the department
that same attention to detail and excitement
about teaching that he exhibited. In addition to
his teaching strengths, Kingman Eberhart had
that rare ability to expand the boundaries of
economics beyond the narrow confines that
some would place on the discipline, as
evidenced by the titles of the books that he
wrote: Economics and Cultural Change,
Economic Institutions, and When You Buy.
Kingman Eberhart was a graduate of
Simpson College in IA. He received an M.A.
from Columbia University in 1929 and the Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin in 1949. His
doctoral dissertation was a study of discrimina
tion against minorities in the American labor
market. It is noteworthy that his concern in this
area came more than a decade before the civil
rights movement reached its zenith in the 1960s.
He was born in Des Moines, IA, to Ennis
K. and Maud Kingman Eberhart. In 1929, he
married Lola G. Burnison. After his retirement
from The College of Wooster in 1971, he and
Lola moved to Sun City, AZ. In 1990, they
moved to Freedom Plaza. In addition to his wife,
surviving are his son, Edward Eberhart ’55, an
attorney in Wooster; his daughter, Mary Ann
Litchfield 64 of Pulteney, NY; five grandchil
dren, including Elizabeth Glick ’81, Patricia
Miller ’84, Edward Eberhart ’87, and Karen
Eberhart ’91; two great grandchildren.
— by Richard Reimer
Hoge Professor of Economics

EJTITOIVS CORNER
Information in the Class Notes has been com
piled from reports by the class secretaries, newspa
pers, press releases, and letters to the Alumni Office or
the editors. Class secretaries— please note the follow
ing deadlines for each issue of Wooster:
Fall:
August 18
Winter: October 22
Spring: February 2
Summer Non-reunion Classes: May 13
Summer Reunion Classes:
June 13
If you plan to have your wedding photo
graph appear in Wooster, consider having a cou
ple of black and white prints made when you
make arrangements with your photographer.
You will be pleased with the result.
EJ
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Photo by Paul Borden '93

▲ From left, eight b rilliant, generous, and

M issing is new m o th e r Jennifer Parker

exhilarated p h o to g rap h ers at about

Youngen ’86, w ho poses on o u r inside

12:15

fro n t cover.

64

a .m

.

on M arch 2: Ralph

Youngen ’86 (w ho had the idea in the

We believe th is to be th e first alum ni

first place), Sid H astings ’86, Dan

m agazine to cover a day in its college’s

Stefaniuk ’92, cam pus p h o to g rap h er

life w ith p h o to g rap h s by a team o f its

M att Dilyard, Lara Muir, h e r fath er Rob

readers, an d we are p ro u d o f th e result.

M uir ’68 (founder as a stu d en t o f th e a rt

It is im p o rta n t to n ote th a t o u r nine

d e p artm en t’s pho to g rap h y p ro g r a m ),

c o n trib u ted th eir tim e a n d art; they

Mike Schenk ’75, a n d (a Pulitzer Prize

th o u g h t it a project w orth doing for its

w in n er this spring) A m y Sancetta ’81.

ow n sake.

K athryn Sheldon ’93 talked w ith h e r IS
advisor Jam es H odges (h isto ry ) before one of
his classes in Kauke Hall. The enigm atic
p h rase on th e black b o ard b e h in d h e r is
d etritu s from th e econom ics class th a t h ad
m et d u rin g the previous hour. Sid H astings
’86 m ade th e picture.

